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REPORT ON GUARANTEES COVERED ~y  TH}"; GENE_Rl\.L BUQ,GET 
.  SITUATIONAT30~l995  . 
.  . This report describes the situation as regards buaget guarantees at 30 June 1995. 
It is in response to. the. statement made by. the Coffimission, ·~hen the vote ~as  ~taken  orf · 
,_  .  . supplementary  and  amending  budget No 1/91,  that ·it  would· report  to_.  the budgetary  . · 
authority twice a year em budgetguanintees and the corresponding risks. ·  ·  ·  . 
I. 
The Commis_siqn has already present~d eight reports tothe budgetary authority. 
'  '  ' 
· The reporf is in three· parts: 
1. Events since the last  report, -the risk_  si~uation· and the activation of  budget g~arantees. 
..  r  .  . 
2. Description _of operati_ons entered ill the budget.· .  · · · 
.  '  .  .  .  . 
3. Assessment  of· the  economic  '\~_d  financial  situation·  of non-Community · countries 
'  benefiting from the most important operations.  .  ' 
"  .  "  .  - •  .  .  ',1 
'  ' 
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PART ONE: EVENTS SINCE THE REPORT AT 31 DECEMBER 
1994, THE RISK SITUATION AND ACTIVATION OF BUDGET 
GUARANT_EES 
.  .  . 
1."  EVENTS SINCE THE REP03RT AT 31 DECEMBER 199.4 
A.  MACROFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO BELARUS 
As  part -·of an  overall  aid  programme for Belarus,  the  Council  Decision of 
10 ApriL1995  ¢.;,powered the Co~mission, on  behalf of the Community, to 
borrow ECU 75. million for a maximum period of ten years.  The proceeds of' · 
this operation are to be on-lent to Belarus in two tranches of  ECU 40 million 
and ECU 35  million respectively. At 30 June 1995 the first tranche had not yet 
been paid to Belarus.  · 
B.  LOANS GRANTED BY THE EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK TO 
SOUTH AFRICA 
On  1_  June  1995  the  Council  adopted  the- guidelines  proposed  by  the 
Commission for the extension oft  he EIB'  s activities to South Africa and asked 
it  to  grant  loans,  in  accordance  with  its  Statute  and  its. usual  criteria,  for 
projects of  mutual interest in that country  .. 
An overall  ceiling  of ECU 300 million  has  been  set for  a  two-year period, 
. which may be extended to two and a half years. 
These  loans  are  covered  by  a  I 00%  Community  budget  guaran.tee.  The 
Commission presented a proposal for a decision to this effect on 5 December 
1994 and the formal Council Decision followed on I June I995. The contract . 
of guarantee between the Community and  the EIB will  be signed during the· · 
second half of 1995.  · 
C.  COMMUNITY  CREDIT  GUARANTEE  . FOR  EXPORTS  OF 
AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS  AND.  FOODSTUFFS  FROM . THE 
COMl\1UNiTY TO THE FORMER SOVIET UNION 
At 30 Jurie 1995this loan had been repaid in full. 
Il.  RISK SITUATION 
Tlrere are two possible methods for  evaluating  the  risks  borne by the Community 
budget: 
.  . 
- the method, often used by  bankers, of the total ainount of c.apital  outstanding for 
the operations concerned. on a given date; -4:.. 
·•  . 
. the  more. budgetary  approach of calculating Jhe  ~aximum amount 'which  the 
. Community couid have to pay out in each financial year. · · 
The sec~nd approach itsel(has been. applied in two different ways:. 
- by reference only to actual  disburseinentsat 30 June '1995,  giving  th~ minimum  . 
level of  risk:to  the  <;;ommunity  assuming  that  there  are no  early .repayments 
(see Table 2)~ .  .  · 
- on a more for-Ward-looking basis, by reference to all  th~ operations decided by the 
Council or proposed by the Commissi9n in order to estimate the impact on future 
budgets, ·giving ·the maximurri  risk  borne by the  Community  assuffiing  that the. 
Commission's proposals are accepted (see Table 3)..  ..  .  . 
For the latter exercise  a  number  of assumptions  hav·e  to be  made  about  dates  of . 
disbursement, terms of  n~payment, interest and  exchange rates;  d~tails iu~ ·given in 
the annex.  However, th.is method does give some idea aboutthe future level ofrisks 
connected with the proposals made.  ·  ·  ·  · 
· Th~ results  are  shown  in  the  attached  .tables;  which  assess the  risk  relating  to .c 
countries. inside the Community and countries outside the Commun~ty. 
The o~erall figures  quot~d cover risks of  different types;  loans  ~o one country in the· 
case of  macrofina.ncial assistance and  loans for  proj~cts guaranteed by the borrowers  . 
in the case ofNCI and EIB: operations, for ~xarnple  . 
.  The  following  analysis . distin'guishes  .between. total  risk,  the  risk· m  respect  of· 
Member States and the risk in respect of  nori7'-n1einber countries. 
A~- TOTAL RISK 
.  .  .  .  . 
··1.  AMOUNT OUTSTANDING AT  30JUNE 1995 (see Table 1) 
;'/ 
The totalrisk at  3  0 J u~e  199~ cam·e  to ECU 13  111  million;  4. 78% 
less than at 3 i December 1994.'  ;  .  · 
MAXIMUM  ANNUAL  RISK  BORNE -·BY  THE· C01v!J..1UNITY 
BUDGET.:.  OPERATIONS  DISBURSED  AT 30-Jf}NE  1995 (s~e 
· Table 2) 
\ 
The total risk, 'which came to ECU 2 916 million in  1995, will develop 
as follows: 
.. 
Year  . 
1996  199}:  1998  1999*  2000  2001  2002' 
Annual risk ·  3119  3006  . 3180 .  .918  34.18  .  661  324 
(ECUmillion) 
%change  +7%.  -4%  +6%  . -71%.  +272%  -81%  --51% .  / 
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*  No capital  repayments. for the balance-of-payments loans to the 
·Member States; capital repayments on loans to Hungary, the Czech: 
and Slovak Republics and Bulgaria' end in 1998. 
3.  MAXIMUM  THEORETICAL  ANNUAL  RISK  BORNE  BY  THE 
COA1MUNI1Y BUDGET(see Table 3) 
This  risk  comes  to  ECU 3  203 million  in  1995  and  will  increase 
regularly  until  2000  (except  m  1999  when  -it  wjll  total 
ECU 2 645 million) as follows: 
Years  1996  . 1997  . 1998  1999  2000  2001  2002 
Annual risk  3870  4119  4635 
'  2645  5416  . 4764  5128 
(ECU million) 
%change  +21%  +6%  +13%  -43%  +104%  -12%  +8% 
B.  RISK IN RESPECT OF THE MEMBER STATES 
1.  AMOUNT OUT$TANDING AT  30 JUNE 1995 (see  Table 1)  · 
. The capital outstand_ing in respect of  operations in the Member States 
was ECU 7 540 million at 30 June 1995, a fall  of3.8% compared with·' 
31 December 1994 . 
. This fall is mainly due to the reduction In outstanding loans to Greece, 
.Euratom loans··and NCI loans.  -
The  amount  outstanding  from  the  other  operations  has  remained 
stable. 
2.  MAXIMUM  ANNUAL  RISK  BORNE  BY  THE  COMMUNITY 
BUDGET:  OPERATIONS :DISBURSED  AT 30  JUNE  1995  (see 
Table 2) · 
The risk for 1995 comes to ECU 1 173  million. 
The total maximum annual risk to the Community budget iri  relation 
· to disbursements (Table 2) changes in line with the capital repayments 
(every two years) on balance-of-payment loims  to Greece and  Italy. 
The maximum risk is highest in the even years_ up to 2000 when it will 
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MAXIMUM  ·.THEORETICAL  ANNUAL  RISK  BORNE  BY  THE  .  .  .  . 
COMMUNITY BUDGET (see Table 3) . 
T.he  trend is. much the same as in  Table 2 'up to 2000 whef! the risk 
will  amount to ECU 3·235 million. It will fall to ECU 2446 million in 
· 2001 and ECU 2 200 million in 2002. .  · ·  · 
C.  ·  RISK IN RESPECT OF NON...,.MEMBER COUNTRIES  . 
1  .. 
2  .. 
·AMOUNT  OUTSTANDING AT  30 J.UNE 1995 (see  Tabie-1). · 
·  The capital outstanding .at 30 iune 1995 was ECU 5 572 million, a fall 
.··af6% ~omphred with 31  be~ember19~4. ·  - . 
. MAXIMUM. ANNUAL  RISK BORNE ·BY  THE  ·'cON!MUNITY 
BUDGET:  OPERATIONS  DISBURSED. AT 30 .JUNE }995. (see 
Table  2), 
The · risk  for  1995  caries  to·~-ECU 1  744 million  and  will  fall  to · 
ECU 1045 lnillion  in  1996,  main]Y  because  two  repayments  of 
· pdncipal then fall due:.·: 
..  - _  ECU 260 niillion from Hungary; 
.  .  . 
·- ECU 205 niillion from  theRep~blicsofthe former SovietUniqn  ..  · · 
The risk will  increase in '1997 to ECU  I·. 543 .miliion  as the following 
payments_ fall due:  . 
- ECU 80 million fro~  Hungary~ 
.:.  ·Ecu 127 million from the Czech Republic;·  .  .  ·~  ' .  ·.  ..  . 
·.  · · - -_ECU  6~ million from the Slovak Republic;. 
.  . 
- ECO :140 million from Bolgaria,; 
- ECU 250 million_from Algeria; 
. - ECU 160 million from IsraeL 
- ECU 161  million frq!Jl the Republics of.  the former Soviet Union  .. 
,.•. 
~  -.....·  '  .  . - . 
- ·  .- At ECU l  110 million,  the. risk will be smaller but still. at a  high level  : 
in 1998, but sl1ould fall  to ECU .616 _million  in  1999, ECU 575 million 
in ioOO; ECU  5~5 million in 2001  and ECU 294  milli~n in '2oo'i.  . 
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3.  MAXIMUM  THEORETICAL  ANNUAL  RISK  BORNE.  BY  THE 
COA1MUNI1Y BUDGET (see Table 3) 
The  risk  will '  fall  from  ECU 1  901 million  in  1995  to 
ECU 1 459 million in 1996; in particular, the Republics of  the fonner 
Soviet Union are'to repay principai ofECU 205 million that year. 
The  risk  will  rise  again  to  ECU 2 235 million 
ECU 2 143 million  m  1998,  ECU 1 951 million 
ECU 2 181  million  in  2000,  ECU 2 318 million  in 
ECU 2 928 million in 2002. , 
ill. ACTIVATION OF BUDGET GUARANTEES 
A.  EID LOANS TO NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 
m  1997, 
in  1999, 
2001  and 
On 22 February 1995, the EIB  ~gain called on the budget guarantee in respect' 
of loans of around  ECU 6.08 million  to the Republics of former  Yugoslavia 
(Macedonia and Serbia).  The payment was made to the EIB on 24 May 1995. 
On  5 July 1995,  the Em again  called  on  the budget guarantee in  respect of 
loans of ECU 8.6 million  to the Republics of former Yugoslavia (Macedonia 
and Serbia). The payment should be made to the EIB on 11  October 1995. 
At 30 June 1995  the total amount of  debts settled by the Community and not 
yet  repaid _by  the defaulting debtors came to ECU 54.4 million.  These debts  . 
wer:e  owed by  all  the Republics of former  Yugoslavia with the exception of 
Slovenia and Croatia, which have no payments overdue;  .  -
Of the ECU 54.4 million  due but not paid,  ECU 28.6 million  was entered in 
the budget in  respect of the amount owed from  before  1994 and· a  total of 
ECU 25.8 million was called in  from the Guaran.tee Fund on 11 January 1995 
(ECU 5.3 million);  on  30 January 1995  (ECU 14.3 million)  and  on  24 May 
1995 (ECU 6.08 million).  · 
B.  BORROWING/LENDING  OPERATIONS  OR LOAN  GUARANTEES 
FOR NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES. 
1.  PAYMENTS FROM-CASH RESOURCES 
The  Co·m.missiori  draws  on  its  cash  resources  under  Article 12  of 
Council  Regulation  No 1552/89  of  29 May 1989  implementing 
Decision  88/376/EEC,  Euratom on  th~ system of the Communities' 
own resources to avoid  delays  in  servicing its  borrowing operations 
when a debtor is late·in paying. ·I  '  ' 
2. 
-..... __ _ 
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ACTIVATiON OF THE GUARANTEE FUND 
·.'  .- . 
,'  '  . ~ 
In  the event· of  late ~pa)rment :by  a. tecipient  oCa.Ioan ·granted  on 
gDaranteed by ·the  Community; the ·Guarantee Fund is called  on to 
cover th~ defaultwithin three·months,.ofthe date·~:m  'which .is payment 
. is due. 
Penalty interest fo; the time between the date on which cash resources 
· . are made availabie and the date of activation of the .Fund  is  drawn 
from the :Fund and repaid· to the cash resources. 
In  the  last  six  Il10nths · the  Fund  has  been  call~i:l . Ofl  to  honour 
·.  guarantees for the following deqtors: · 
-· 
Country  - Date.  .· Amo1,1nt 
.  ' 
Tajikistan.' .  . 20.01.95  ~  1688 215.50 
Georgia·  . : . 20.01.95  2 150 162.28  . 
Kyrgy~stan 
•.  ·20.0.1 .95  704 696.46 
Tajikistan  39:·01.95.  .  4  087 082.35. 
.. 
\  Georgia.  30.01.95  J  204 927.24  -
·.Ukraine  ..  30~01.95  . 31  925 800.00 
·  qeorgia 
1 
1 366392.43  12.04.95 
..  . 
Kazakhsta-n  12.04.95' 
, 
7'76 033.'13 
3..  LATE REPAYMENTS 
During the  period  covered  by  this  f~port the  following  countri~s · 
. repaid debts on which they had defaulted arid' for which'the Quarantee' 
.  Fu~d  had.already been activated .. The ~mounts recovered are repaid to. 
the Fund under Article 2 of Councii RegDlatib!1 (EC) No 2728/94 of: 
31  October  _1994 establishing a. Gu'arantee Fu~d for ~xtemal action.  · 
.  ... 
·.  Country  · Repayment date  Amount·  '  ..  ..  .  . .  -
Kyrgyzstan  . 23.02:95  '  704 696.46 
Ukraine  - 16.03.95  31  925 800.00 
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.  4.  SITUATION AS  REGARDS UNPAID DEBTS AT  30 JUNE 1995 
The following amounts had nofbeen paid at 30 June 1995: 
.  .  .  ' 
Country  Amount 
Tajikistan  5 775 297.85 
Georgia  6 721 481.95 .-
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, PART TWO: OPERATIO.NS ALREADY ENTERED IN THE 
.  '  t  I  .  •  '  '  . 
BUDGET 
·The budgetary authority authorized .29 headings with token entries in the ·1995 budget to 
cover any payment (£guarantees.  These headings-can be.divided into thre_e  categories: 
·.  borrowing . and  lending  withiJ1  the  Community,  borrowing  and  lending  outside_  the ·  · 
COilllllUTLity and gUarantees given tq financial institutions.  .  \  . .  '  .  .  . 
·  .. 
I.  BORROWINGS 1'0 BE·ON-,LENT WITinN,THE COMMUNITY 
A.  COMMUNITY  BORROWING  OPERATIONS  ·TO  . PROVIDE". 
BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS SUPPORT 
The ··Community  is·  authorized  to  borrow  on· the  capital  markets  or  from 
financial  in-stitutions. and  mak·e  the  sums  raised  available  to Member. States 
· . experiencing temp_oraiy balance-of-payments difficulties. 
The  outstandi~g ·amount of loans granted .  to Member States for this. purpose 
may not exceed ECU  _14  biilion in principaL .  . 
.  . 
- At  30 June  1995  there  was  one  operati9n  in  resp~ct of Greece  under the 
. decision  of 4 March 1991 ·and one.  oper~tion in  respect of Italy  under  the 
decision of 18 January 1993; 
At 30 June 1995 the amount outstanding was ECU 1 000 million in  loans to 
Greece and ECU 4 071  miili~n in loans to Italy (Table 1  ).  ·  ·.  · 
B.  EURATOM BORROWING OPERATIONS 
In 1977 the Commission was empowered to borrow funds to be used to hel_p· ·· 
· -finance nuclear power stations. 
Loans  are  made  to  electricity  producers  and  carry  the  usual  guarantee 
· demandel by  'banks. · ·  Recipients  are · often  State-owned  companies  or 
companies: enjoying .a Stat_e guarantee.  · 
The  ~axin~um amount  of borrowings  authorized  is  ECU 4 billion,  of which 
. ECU500 millio;1  was  authorized  by  the  1977  decisio-n,  ECU 500 million  in . 
·1980, ECU 1 billion in·  19821  ECU.l billion· in  1985 ahd ECli 1 billion in ·1990. 
.The_  amount  borrowed ..  comes  to  around  ECU 2 900 million;  .·  leav.ing 
ECU 1 l 00 m!lliori which may still be raised. 
At 30 June 1995 the total o"utstanding was ECU 740:5 million; 
., 
On.  9 December 1992 ·-.the·  Commission  proposed  . that  the  balance  of 
borrowiqgs .not  used  in  the  Member  ·states •  cou.ld ·be ·used· to  finance  the . 
.. · '.· 
.•' -. n-· 
improvement of  the degree of  efficiency and safety ·of nuclear power stations in 
the countries of  Central and Eastern Europe and .in the CIS.  · 
The Council adopted a decision to this effect on 21  March 1994 (see. Part IT-
Loans raised for non-Community countries).  · 
C.  BORROWING  OPERATIONS  FOR  THE  PROMOTION  OF 
INVESTMEN)' IN THE COMMUNITY 
. The Commission was· empowered by a  Council Decision of 16 October 1978 
to borrow funds  to be used to promote investment in the Community (New 
Communi~y  Instrument). 
The  aut~orized borrowing ceiling was fixed  at ~CU  1 billion by the Decision · 
of 16 October 1978  and  was then raised by  ECU 1 billion by the Decision of 
15 March 1982.  ··  Th.e  ceiling  was  further  raised  by  ECU 3 billion  by  the 
Decision  of  19 April  1983  and  by  ECU 750 million  by  the  Decision  of 
9 March 1987. 
The proceeds ofthe operations are paid out in the form of  loans granted by the. 
EIB,  acting  for  ~he  Commission,  to  finance  investment· projects  which 
contribute to greater convergence and  growing integration and are consistent 
with  the  priority  Community  objectives.  in  the·  energy,  industry  and 
infrastructure sectors, taking account of such factors as the regional impact of 
the  projects  a~d the  need  to  combat  unemployment.  Support  for  small 
businesses was also made a priority objective by the Decision of  26 April 1982. 
· A Decision of 20 January 1981  also  empowered the ·community to contract 
loans in  order to provide exceptional  aid  of ECU 1 billion  to the regions of 
Italy  affected  by  the  earthquake  of November)980.  A  similar  decision 
involving ECU 80 million was ·adopted on  14 December 1981  for the· regions 
affected by the earthquakes in  G~eece in February/March 1981. 
The ·  maximum  amount  of  borrowings  authorized  thus·  comes  to 
ECU 6 830 million. 
At 30 June 1995 the total outstanding was ECU 1 289.2 million,  31.43% less· 
than on 30 June 1994. 
The risk is spread. over a large number of borrowers.  In addition, most of the  . 
loans  are global  loans  to  financial  institutions which guarantee repayment of 
the funds. 
Every  year  the  EIB  provides  the  Commission  with  a  list  of debtors  who, 
· according to  its  infonnation,  risk  defaulting  in  the coming year  .. So far,  no 
names have appeared on this list. '-
:-12 -:-'. 
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ll.  .  LOANS  . RAISED 
.,  COUNTRIES 
FOR  ON-LENDING- TO  -·NoN-COMMUNITY 
·-. 
_A.  . EURATOM . BORROWINGS  FOR  CERTAiN  NON-COMMUNITY 
COUNTRIES 
On 21 March 1994 the Council deCided to amend Decision 77  /i70/E~ratom to  .  . 
authorize  .. the· Commission  to  contract  Euratom. b9rrowings ·in  order ·to 
contribute to the financing  required  for improvingthe degree 'o(safety and 
. e1ftciency of  nuclear power  st~ti'ons in certain non-member _countries.  . 
This  Decision  will  allow  a- considerable  proportion  of Euratom's ·available 
borrowing ·capacity _(some ECU 1 100 million)  to be used to fina-nce  projects~ 
.. For these ·projycts to  be eligible they must relate to: · --
.  .  . 
nuclear power stations or installations in  th~ nuclear' fuel  cycle ~hich are in 
service, or under construction;.-
o_r to the disln~ritling ofinst'allations which caf1not be brought-up t~ standard·  . 
for technical or economic reasons.  .  .  . 
The following non-member countries qualify: 
Republic of  Bulgaria 
Republic ofHungary 
!  ._· 
. Republic of  Lithuania_ 
Romania 
Republic-of  Slovenia 
·  Czec~ Republic 
-·Slovak Rept1blic  -• 
· Russian Federation 
Republic of  Armenia 
Ukraine 
_  _.,.....-. 
'•. 
· · ·  The: idea of international financial· aid  fo~ the closure of the Chernobyl _nuclear 
power  plant_ was- entered. In  the· conClusions. of both  the  Corfu  European 
C:ou:ncil  of 24  and .-25 June -1994  and  the  G7~ summit  at  N~ples _ori  7. arid  · 
8 July 1994. 
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B.  PROGRAMME  OF  BORROWINGS  CONTRACTED  BY  THE 
COMMUNITY TO PROVlDE MACROFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO 
THE COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 
1.  HUNGARY 
· (a)  Hungary I 
In  1'990 the Community granted.Hungary a medium-term loan of  . 
·up to ECU 870 million  in  principal for a maximum of five years. · 
The loan is intended to facilitate the adjustment of  the Hungarian 
economy in a way which will enable it to derive all the benefits of 
a market-based economy,  It is being made available in tranches. 
The first tranche of ECU 350 million was paid on 20 April 1990. 
A  second  tranche  of  ECU 260 million  was·  paid  on 
14 February 1991.  The  third  tranche,  which ·is  not  to  exceed 
ECU 260 million,  was planned for 1992 but has not yet been paid . 
·out as Hungary's balance of payments has been more favourable 
than expected.  The tranches will be repaid in one instalment after 
five  years and  interest,  which is  at variable rates, is payable half-. 
yearly. 
Hungary repaid the first  tranche of  ECU 3  50 million in full  on· 20 
April  1995. 
(b)  Hungary II 
As· the break-up of the Council for Mutual Economic ASsistance 
· (Comecon)  and  the  Gulf crisis  threatened  to  compromise  the 
initial  encou.raging results of  the reforms undertaken, the Council.-
. decided to grant additional  macrofinancial assistance· to Hungary 
in  the form  of a loan of ECU 180 million  under a general  G-24 
·programme of  financial assistance . 
. The ·  first  tranche  of  ECU 100 million  was  paid  on 
14 August 1991.  It will  be repaid  in  one instalment after seven 
years,  and  interest,  which  is  at  variable  rates,  is  payable  half-
yearly.  The  second  tranche  of ECU 80 million  was  paid  on 
15 January1993_  It  will  be  repaid  in  January 1997 and interest, 
which is at a fixed  rate, is payable annually. 
At  30  June  1995- the  amount  outstanding  on  borrowings  for 
. Hungary came to ECU 440 million. - 14-
2..  · CZECH REPUBliC AND SLOVAKREPUBLIC 
3. 
... 
'- '  -
- As part of  G-24's overall financial assistance, the Comrriission, on 
behalf of the  Community,,  W(lS  empowere,d  to-· borrow,  in  two 
tranches, · ECU 375 million. for'  a  period· of seven  years.  The .. 
proceeds ofthis.c;>pefation were to-be on-lent on the same terrris 
·to the Czech and Slovak :federal Republic.  ·  · 
.  \ 
The ·  first  tranche  : of  ECU 185 million  was  paid  on 
14 August 1991.  It will  be repaid  in  one ·instalment' after seven 
years,-:. and  interest,  ~hich. is -at  variabJe  rate~,' is  ~ayable -half-:-' 
yearly.  ·  ·  ·  - · 
-The  second  tranche  · of · ECU 190 million  - was  paid  _on 
2 Match 1992-and will be repaid in one instalment after six years. 
Following the division of  Czecho~lovakia into the Czech Republic 
and  .the  Slovak  Republic ·on  -1  January i993, _the-. Commission.-_·. 
·_proposed-that the loan be divided between the t\yo Republics ..  ·. 
:  ·,,  _,.  .  .  /  ',  ' 
Under the Co~ncil de~ision of 24 January 1994, two thirds of the  ·. 
loan- ECU 250 million_·~ will  be for the Czech Republic and one 
third.- ECU 125 million - for the Slovak Republic:· , 
; . At 30. June  1995  the  amount  outstanding on  borrowings· ·for the· 
· two republics' came to ECLJ 37S million. 
Slovak republi~ 
As part of  the new finanCial  assistance to the Slovak Republic; the 
Commfssion; on behalf of  the  C~inmunity, was empo~ered by a 
Council• -_decision  of· 22 December- i 994  to  borrow,  .in  two 
tranches,  ECU 130 million  for  a period  of  se~en .  years.  _ The 
proceeds of this Operation were to-be on,-Jent On the same terms 
to Slovakia,  .  _ _  .. 
· No trariche.had been·paid at 30 June 1995.  · 
.  ·~-
. BULGAJUA 
· . (a)  Bulgaria 1 
- .- As  pait of G-24's ov.erall financial  assistance: the Commission, on 
behalf of !he  Cpmn-iunity;  was  empowered  to  borrow,. in  two 
tranches,  ECU2,90 million  for, a  period  of seven  ye~rs.  The 
proceeds of this operation were· to  be -on-lent on the same terms 
to  ~ulgar~~- .  .  .  · ·  .  . ,. 
4. 
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· The first  tranche  of ECU 150 million  was  p~d  .  to Bulgaria on 
14-August 1991.  It will  be repaid  in  ~ne instalment after· seven 
. years,. and  interest,  which  is  at  variable  rates,  is · payable. half-
yea~ly. 
The  second  tranche  of  _  ECU 140 milli9n  was  paid  on 
2 March 1992 and will be repaid in one instalment after five years. 
Interest, which is at variable rates, is payable half-yearly. 
(b)  Bulgaria II 
As part of  G-24's new aid for 1992 and 1993, the Col11ffiission, on 
behalf  of  the  Community,  was  empower~d · to  borrow 
ECU 110 million  in two tranches for a maximum period of seven 
years.  The  proceeds  of this  operation  were _to  be on-lent to 
Bulgaria.  Because of  delays 'in t!'le process of economic reform in 
Bulgaria, this operation was deferred.  · 
The first tranche of ECU 70  million  was finally  paid to Bulgaria 
on. 7 December 1994.  It will  be· repaid  in  one  instalment  on 
7 December 2001  and  the  interest,  which  is  at variable rates,  is 
payable half-yearly. 
At  30  June  1995  the  amount  out~tanding  on  borrowings, for 
Bulgaria came to ECU360 million. 
ROMANIA·. 
(a)  Romania I 
As part ofG-24's overall financial assistance, the Commission, on . 
behalf . of  the  Community,  was  .  empowered  to  borrow 
ECU 3 75 million in  two tranches for  a maximum period of s'even 
years.  The proceeds of this operation were to be on-lent on the 
same terms to Romania.  · 
The first  tranche of ECU 190 million .for  a  term of seven- years 
was paid  on 22 January 1992.  ~It will  be repaid in  one instalment 
on  1 February J 999,  and  interest,  which  i~  at  variable· rates,· is 
. payable i1alf-yearly,  . 
The second  tranche of ECU 185 million  fo,r  a term of six  years · 
waspaid in  April  1992  and  will  be  repaid  in  one instalment on 
18 March 1  ~98. - Interest,  which  is  at  variable  rates,  is payable 
half-yearly.  ·  · ·' 
-.16-
(b)  Romania II . 
As  part  of G-24's  new  aid,  the· Commission,  on  behalf of th.e 
. Community,  'was  ·empowered  to  borrow Ecu-so million  for -a  -- · 
maximum period-of seven years.- The proceeds of this operation . 
were to be on-lent on the same terms to Romania. 
The loan was paid out in a  'single tranche on 26 F~bruary 1993.  It 
·  ..  will be repaid in  on~ instalment on 26 February 2000, and interest 
· ispayable half-:-yearly.- _ · · ·  . · ·  '  ·  .  ·  . ·  :  -
{c) Romania III 
~s  part ofG-24's new ove,rall inacrofiriancial aid, the Commission, 
on ·behalf·of the  Community,  was  empowered  by· the  Council 
.  ~Decision of 20 Jun·e 1994: to  bqrrow  ECU 125 million· in  two 
tranche~ of ECU 90 million  ail~ ECU 35 million for a maximum_ 
pei-iod ofseven years.  The proceeds of this operation are toN~  on -
-l{mt on the same terms to Romania. 
No tranche had been paid at 30 Juri~ 1995. 
·-.  .  .  . 
At  30  June  ·1995  the  am·ot]nt  outstanding  on  bm:iowiJ!gs  for 
Romania caineto ECU 455 million. · 
'  ..  -. 
' c.  _BORROWINGS -CONTRACTED BY JHE COMMU~lTY  TO GRANT -
l\'iACROFINANCIAL  ASSISTANCE,TO 'THE -NEW. INDEPENDENT 
STATES OF THE.FORl\1ERSOVIETUNION.  -- - -
- ·1\fedium.:.term loan ofECU 1 2_50 miJlion  _ 
- .  ~  - . 
In  December  1991  the Council  decided  to. grant a  credit-_ facility  of up  to . 
-ECU 1 2.50  ~illion. for the Soviet Union and  its Republics in_ order to· finance 
imports . or' -agricultural  products,.  foodstuffs.  -ana  mediCines  'from '  the 
Community and Eastern Europe for a maximum~  period ofthr~e years.' 
After the  Soviet Union broke up,  the  loan  was divided between  the various 
new independent States at tl)e Qeginning·of 1992·~· ·  ..  .  .  '  .  . 
1:  iom1 contracts signed on the basis ofthe original breakdown 
,Most of  the lo.an contracts we1:e signed in the course bf  1992:  : 
. - with  Arm_enia  (EC{J ,38  million),.  Kyfgyzstari  (ECU 32 million); 
· Turkinenistan (ECU 45 million)  and Moldova (ECU 27 million)  on 
10 July  ~992; thea1i1ot.int-for Kyrgyzstan has ·sincebeenreduced t<;> 
ECU 23.7 million at the re'quest of  the Kyrgyzstan authorities;.· - 17-
- wit~ Ukraine (ECU po million) on 13 July  1992~ 
-·with Belarus (ECU 102 million),  Tajikistan (ECU 55 million)  and 
. Georgia (ECU 70 million) on 24 July 1992; 
' 
with Russia (ECU 150 million) on 9 September 1992; 
- with Russia (ECU 349 million) on 9 December 1992; · 
- with Kazakhstan (ECU 25 million) on 15 December 1992; 
2.  Loan contracts signed on the basis ofthe amended breakdown 
Some  loan  contracts ·were  also  signed  in  1993  after  the  initial 
breakdown of  the total amount.ofthe loan had been changed: 
- On  5 May 1993 ·two further contracts were signed  with  Armenia 
(ECU 20 million)  and  Georgia  (ECU 10 million).  The  amount 
represented  by  these ·two  loans  had  originally  been  allocated  to 
Kazakhstan. 
- On  6 December 1993  a  further  loan contract  of ECU 40 million 
was  signed  with  Georgia.  This  loan  was  financed  by .reducing 
Uzbekistan's allocation. 
- On  14  Sep~ember 1994 a contract for ECU 59 million was signed 
with Uzbekistan.  . 
On  12  October  1994  a  contract for ECU 68  million  was  signed 
with Azerbaijan.·  · 
3.  Loan contracts not yet signed 
At  30  June  1995  one  new  loan  contract  for  Kazakhstan 
(ECU 30 million) had still notbeen signed. .  '. 
-
1 
.  > 
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4.  Utilization ofthe ECU I 250 million loan 
Reeublic  Initial 
., 
-Breakdowrfat  ·Actual 
breakd(lwn 
.. 
30~06.1995 .  utilization at 
'  (1992)  30.06.1995 
Armenia a  3.8  '.3'8  3/.9 
'  .  i  -
Atrrieniab  68  20  19.6 
Azerbaijan  '102  _·  68  28.2. 
Belarus  70  100.5  100.5 
Georgia a· 
. ·-
70  69.4 
9eofgia-b 
'  55  10  9.8 
Georgia c: ·  32  ·40  34.1 
Kazakhstan a  '27  25  24.9  ,,  -
22.7  Kazakhstan· b  ISO  30 
Kyrgyzstan  349  23.7  27.0 
Moldova 
.. 
55  27  70.0 
•,  '. 
Russia a  45· 
"  72.9  299.7 
Russia b  130  349  - 54.5  : 
Tajikistan_  129  55  44.9 
.  Turkmenistan  45 
'·  129.8 
Ukraine  129.8  43.5 
- ',  Uzbekistan 
.,  59 
.Total  1250  1162-.9  .1016.8 
-
· ··At' 30 June  1995  the· a~ount of loans  actually  being  used  ca·me  to  · . 
5. 
ECU-1016.8 million.- .  .  .  . 
'  .  . 
· Capital ;epawm!nt and interest payme1it dates 
.  The capital repayment  and  interest  p~yment dat~.  f~r this  ~penition 
vary depending bn the date on which .the loan' contratt ~as signed ~nd 
the amounrofthe loan: 
- Armenia (ECU 38 million),  Belarus, ·Georgia  (ECU  70.  million),'. 
Kyrgyzstan,  Moldova,  Tajikistan,'Tui-kmenistari,· Ukraine,· Russia 
(ECU 150 million): 
- interest~on 20 April and 20 October 
- · capital on 20 August 1995 (ha\f  _on 20 August 1994. and half . 
. on 20 August 1995 for Belarus, Ukraine and Russia)  - ·. 
- Atmenia(ECU20'million);  Ka~akhstan, Russia (ECU349 million); 
Georgia (ECU 10 miilion and ECU 40 million):  ·  ·  · 
inte-rest on -15  January and  15,· July - 19"' 
- capital  on  15 January 1996  (half on  15 January 1995  and 
half on 15 January 1996 for Russia and 15 Januaryl997 for 
Georgia (ECU 40 million)). 
--Azerbaijan and Uzbekistan: 
- interest on 28 March and 28 September 
- capital on 28 September 1997. 
At  30 June  1995 ·Georgia and  Tajikistan  had  defaulted on interest 
totalling ECU 16.39 million (see Part Two, Section IV- Activation of 
budget guarantees). 
Macrofinancial assistance for Moldova 
As  part  of,  the  Community's  contributi_on  to  the  international  aid 
scheme for Moldova, the Commission, on behalf of the Community, 
was  empow~red  by  a  decision  of  i 3 June 1994  to  borrow 
_ ECU 45  million  in  two ·tranches for a maximum  period of ten years  .. 
The proceeds of this operation were to be· on-lent on the same terms 
to Moldova. 
The  first  tranche  of ECU  25  million  was  paid  to _  Moldova  in 
December  1994.  The loan  is  to  be ·repaid  in· five. equal  annual 
instalments from the sixth year onwards.  The full  loan will have been 
paid by  7 becerriber 2004.  The interest, which is at variable rates, is 
payable half-yearly. 
At 30 June 1995 the amou,nt outstanding on borrowings for Moldova 
came to ECU 25 million. 
- Macrofinancial assistance for Ukraine 
As  part of the overall aid  programme for Ukraine,  the Commission; 
on behalf of  the Communi.ty, was empowered by the Council Decision 
of 22 December  1994  to  borrow  ECU 85 million  for  a maximum 
· period of  t_en  years_  The proceeds of this operation are to be on-lent 
to Ukraine in one tranche. 
·The loan had notbeen paid at 30 June 1995. 
D.·  BORRO\VINGS CONTRACTED BY THE COMMUNITY TO GRANT 
l\1ACROFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE BALTIC STATES 
As part of the G-24's overall programme of financial  assistance for these three · 
countries,  the  Commission,-· on behaif of the Community,  was empowered to 
borrow ECU220.mi.llion for ·a  period  of seven  years.  The proceeds of this 
operation were to be on-lent on similar terms in two tranches: . -20:-
ECU  40 million for Estonia; 
E_CU so million for Latvia; 
-·  ECU 100'million for Lithuania.  · 
'  .  .  . 
·The first  tra~ches of the.  loa~ for.  Estonia  (EC{] 20 million)  and  for· Latvia · 
(ECU40 million.) were paid ori  31 March 1993. · The loans are to be repaid  in. 
one instalment on 3lMarch.2000 and ·interest,  which 'is  at< variable rates,. is 
payabie haff-yearly every 31 March anc:t 30 September:·.  · 
.  . ...  .  .  ~  .  . 
The first tranche for ·Lithuania was paid on 27 July 1993; 'it is to  be repaid· in·. 
,<;>Qe instalment Ofl27 J~ly.2000 and interest, which is.at a .fixed rate, is payable 
. anl)ually ever)' 27 July.  ·  ·  · 
...  ·  '  .  .  .  ;-
.  . 
· At  30  June  1995  the  amount  outstanding  on  the borrowings  for  the  Baltic 
States came to ECU 11,0 'miliion:  ·  · 
E.  BORROWINGS CONTRACTED BY THE COMMUNITY TO GRANT. 
. (  ·.- -
·. MACROFINANCIAL .ASSISTANCE TO  THE  MEDITERRANEAN 
COUNTRIES 
1.  ISRAEL.· 
As part or'the finan9ial  assi.sta~ce ag;eed fo~ Isi"ael·and the population 
of the occupied territories;.  th~ Commission was, empowered in June 
1991  to borrow,  o~t behalf of  the Community, ECU 160 nlillion in one 
··  tranche for a period of.seve·n year·s .. The proceeds were to be paid o.ut 
to  tsrael  on  the  same.  terms  and  are  accompanied  ·by  ari  interest .. 
subsidy ofECU 27.5 milliqn paid from the Community budget.  · 
·.  ' 
This  operation  started. on i Mar~h.l99i.  "I;'he  borrowing is  to  be 
·repaid in full on· 15 December 1997 .... 
• At 30 ·Ju.ne  1995 the amount outstimding.en the b6rrowi~gs for Israel.· 
came ~o ECU.160 million.  . 
. 2.  ALGERIA 
''-.._....,"  .. , 
In September '199l.the. C01nmission, on. behalf of  the Commu.~ity,.  was 
. empowered  to  borrow  ECU 400 million· . in  two.·  tranches.  for  . a 
maxi~um  p~riod ofseve.n years.  The pr~ceeds ofthis.operatjon were 
to be on-:lent on the s~me  te~ms to Algeria.  .  .  . 
A bridging loim was granted on  23 Decernber 1991. to cover the first 
tranche of ECU 250 million and was -re·paid  frorii .the net proceeds of 
the borrowing  contracted  on  14 January 1992  for  a  period  of six 
. years.  , 
·. 
. ' '  ' 
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The loan is. to be repaid in  one instalment"on 15 December 1997 and 
interest is payable annually every 15 December. 
· Payment  of the  second  tranche of ECU  150  million  was  deferred 
becat)se ofdelays in  Algeria's economic refonn programme and was 
not made until August 1994 when the process of  structural adjustment 
resumed.  The loan  is  to  be repaid  in  full  on  17 August 2001  and 
.interest is payable annually every 17 August. 
In. December  1994  the  Council  decided  to  grant  Algeria  further 
macrofinancial  assistance.  The  Conunission,  on  behalf of the 
Community,  was  empow·ered  to  borrow -ECU 200 million  for  a 
maximum period of seven years.  The proceeds of this operation are 
to be on-lent to Algeria in·two tranches. 
No tranche -had yet- been paid at 30 June 1995. 
At  30  June  1995  the  amount  outstanding ·on  the  loans  raised  for 
Algeria came to ECU 400 million. 
ill.  COI\1MUNITY GUARANTEE TO NON-COMMUNITY COUNTRIES 
A.  EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK LOANS TO MEDITERRANEAN 
. COUNTRIES GUARANTEED BY THE GENERAL BUDGET 
Under the terms of the Council  Decision of 8 March 1977,  the Community 
guarantees loans to be grant~d by the European Investment Bank as part of  the  · 
Community's financial commitments towards the Mediterranean countries. 
This  decision -was  the  basis  [or  -the  contr~9t  cif  guarantee  signed  by  the 
European  Economic  Community  and · the  European  Investment  Bank  on 
30 October 1978  in  Brussels  arid  lONovember 1978  in  Luxembourg 
introducing a global guarantee of75% on  all  credit lines  made available for 
·loans in  the following countries: · Portugal (Financial  Protocol, pre-accession 
. aid), Greece, Spain (financial cooperation), Malta, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, 
Turkey, Cyprus, Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Israel, Yugoslavia and Lebanon. 
.  . 
In addition, by way of exception, a 100% guarantee covers loans allocated for 
· emergency  aid  to  Portugal  in  accordance  with  the  Council  Decision  of 
7 October 1975. 
A  new  extension  of the  contract  of guarantee  is  established  fo'r  each  new· 
Financial Protocol. 
The  loans  authorized  at  30  June  1995  total  ECU 7 782 million,  of which 
ECU 1 500 million  is  for  Spain.  Greece and  Portugal  and  ECU 6 282 million 
for  the non-member Mediterranean countries.  At  3.0  June  1995  the total of ~~ 22 -. 
.  · . 
. . outstanding  loans  came  to .ECU 2 195 miilion  {taking  account  of the  75% 
linut),  of which  ECU. 439rnillion  was accounted for  by  Spain,  Greece  and . 
Porttig:al and ECU l7S6  ~Ilion by the non-member Mediterranean countri,es~ · 
·.  There is  also  provision for. EIB  loans  outside these protocols under ·council · 
Regulation  (EEC)  No;  1763/92  of  29 June- 1992  concerning  financiaJ 
cooperation in respect of  all Mediterranean non-member countries. 
'  . 
EIB ·loans under' this operation must not exceed ECU l  800. millioir.  .A 75% 
ove_rall guarantee is provided.  ·  · 
At  30  June  1995  ECU 695.million  had  beeq  made  available;  of this total, 
ECU 62 million had been paid; this figure corresponds tq the amount currently, 
. outstanding.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
At 30 June ..1 ~95, the bre~kdown of authorizations by ·co~ntry (rio.n-member 
countries only) was as Jo·Hm.v~:  ·  ·  · 
. Loans authorized  . 
'.  ·-
Algeria  '.  640 
Cyprus  92 
' 
' 
Egypt  802 
Xsrael  215. 




·Malta  '  .. 
55 
Morocco  '  ' 517  ;~ 
Slovenia  '  15.0  -. 
Syria  323  : 
Tunisia 
.- ..  418 
Turkey  90 
Yugoslavi~ 1  760 
.Protocols - Total  4482· 
'' 
Horizontal  financial  .l 800 
cooperation 
c  ' 
Mediterranean  - 6 282 
Total  ··.-
.  . 
The second protocol wit_h Yugosla\'ia was su.spended when ECU.lOO  million of credits could still be 
gran!ed.  ·  .  .  ·  . - 23  -
The  loans  are  generally· for  15 years· with  3 to 4-year  periods of grace  on · 
capital repayments. 
B.  LOANS GRANTED BY  THE EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK IN 
COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 
In response to a call  mad~ by  the  C~uncil on 9 October 1989, the- Board of 
Governors of the Europecm Investment Bank decided  on 29 November 1989 
to  authorize  the Bank to  provide  loans  from  its  own  resources to finance 
investment projects in  Hungary and Poland for a total amount not exceeding . 
ECU 1 billion.  These loans are granted to finance investment projects which 
_ · s'atisfy the Bank's usual  requireme~ts for ioans from  its  own resources.  The 
contract of guarantee covering  100% of the  lt~ndi~g operations was signed. on 
24 April: 1990 in Bmssels and 14 May 1990 in· Luxembourg. 
On  14 May 1991  the  budgetary  authority  extended  this  100% guarantee to 
loans  made  in  Czechoslovakia,  Bulgaria  and  Romania up  to a  maximum of 
ECU 700 million:  · 
The extension of the contract of  guarantee was signed' on 31  July 1991. 
On  23 October 1992  the  Commission  presented  a  proposal  for  a  Council 
Decision extending th!s  100% Community guarantee to losses incurred by the 
EIB  as  a  res.ult  ofloans· granted  to  Estonia,  Latvia and Lithuania;  this was 
approved by the budgetary authority in .its  deci~ion of 15 March 1993. 
-The  ov~rall ceiling on loans which the EIB may' grant in  t_hese  countries was 
-·set at ECU 200 million for a period of  three years.  ·  · 
On- 18-December 1992  the  Commissjon  also  proposed the extension of this 
100% guarantee to losses incurred by the EIB as a result of loans granted in 
Albania. 
On 13 December 1993  th~ budgetary authority renewed the 100% Community· 
guarantee  for  a  period  of three  years  for  loans  granted  by the EIB  in  the 
countries  of Central  and  Eastern  Europe  (including  the  Baltic  States  and 
Albania) up to a maximum of  ECU 3 billion. ·  · 
The  contract. of guarantee· was  signed  on  22 July 1994  in  Brussels  and  on 
12 AtJgust 1994 in Luxembourg. 
' 
The  loans  are  generally  long-term:  15  years  on  average  with  3  to  4-year 
periods of  grace on capital repayments. 
At  30 June  1995,  ECU 2 698 million  had  been  made available  in  the Central 
and Eastern European countries but only ECU 689 million had been disbursed. c. 
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LOANS GRANTED  BY THE EUROPEAN  INVESTMENT BANK IN 
NON-MEM:SERCOUNTRIES  .  . .  . 
.  At its meeting of, 1"9  M~y  1992 the 'council.  (Ecorio~ic and Financial Affairs) 
adopted the guidelines ·proposed by the Commission for the. extension of  EIB 
· .activities outside the Community and  asked  it  to grant loaris· in  accorda~ce-
.  . with its Statute and  its usual criteria to projects' of mutual  inter~st. in· certain  · 
,non-member countries (the developing countries of  Asia and -Latin Ainerica). 
with which the Community has concluded cooperation _agreements.  ·  - · 
· An overall limit of  ECU 250 million per year has been set for a 3-ye~r pefiod; 
this ceiling wili bereview·ed at th.e end of  the period: · 
.  '  :  .  ..  .  ..  ' 
. ·  These  loans  benefit  fro~.  100%  Community  ~udget  gu~rantees.  The 
Commission presented a.pr'oposa:l for  ·a_  decision  to_. this effect on.J  Jurie 1992:. 
The forma.ICouncil Decisior1followedoiT 15 February 1993.  The contrac(of 
guar:antee  bet\'v'een  . the."  Community'  and  the  EIB  was  . signed.  .on 
.  4 November 1993  in Brussels and on 17 November 1993 .in Luxembourg  .. ·' 
. At  30. June  1995  credit lines  of ECU 3'44 million  had been signed ·but only 
ECU 107 million had 'been disbursed.  ·  ·  · 
D.  CO.l\1MUNITY . ·.CREDIT .. GUARANTEE  FOR  EXPORTS  · .  OF · 
AGRICULTURAL  -PRODUCTS  AND  FOODSTUFFS  FR.OM  THE 
COMI\1UNITY. TO THE FORMER SOVIET UNION 
· . The Corrimunity. has  detid~d to guarantee loans.granted to the former Soviet. 
Union. by a  pool  of banks· to  finance· imports  of agricuitural  products  and 
foodstuffs  originating  in  the  Community  arid:· the  countries  .. of· Central  and 
·Eastern J;:urope.  ' ·  .  ·  ·  . "" 
.··The Community guarantee co~ers 9S%, up to a maximum .of ECtJ sob million,  . 
of ·any  losses  in  principal  (around· ECU 408 million)  and .interest {aro~nd 
· ECU 92 million) . 
. As the qedit"lin~ has no:t been u·sed  i~ full ancl as the time limit for use has not'· 
.-been  ·extended,  the  amou.nt guaranteed  comes to  only  ECU 375.5 million- in  -
principal .and ECU 80.3 million In interest.·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
· . The, C.ommunity  will·  re~eiv_~ a  surety  com~issio~ of  0.67%  of the  a~ount 
- gwiranteed in  consideration for this guarantee:.  Half of this cdrnlili$.Sion _~as. 
paid  _on  26 December 1991  und~r  the terms of the- contract.'  The balance 
· corresponding·to the Community guarantee was paid on 28 January 1993. 
Qn 2q November 1991  the ·terms of the Ioan  a:nd  the  arrangements for  the 
utilization ofthe funds were laid down in  an exchange of letters between the · 
Commission a.nd  the Sovietauthorities  ..  On  the same, day  the Co1immnity and' 
'·  the banks signed a  contraCt,·of guarantee.  \· '- 25  -
. Following the disappearance o~  the Soviet Union, it has been decided that the 
funds will be used by the-Russian· Republic. 
The loan is for three and a half years from the date of  signature. 
Interest  is  payable  half-yearly  and  the  principal- will  be  repaid  in  three 
instalments, 20, 3 1 and 42 months after the agreement has been signed. 
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All the default interest has been paid .on late payments up to 26 ~une 1994. ·.  · PART; tHREE: CHANGES IN POTENTIAL RISKS 
The flgures given in the  pr~vious parts provid~ information  ~n the' quantitative aspects· ~f 
.  the risks borne by the general budget.  · 
. However, these data should be. weighted in ac-cordance with aspects relating to the quality 
of  the risk; which depend on the type of  operationand the standing of  the borrower  ..  .'  · 
~  .  .  .  '  .  . .. 
.  .  . 
- I.  TYPES OF. OPERATION 
The risks to which the above figures relate derive from a variety of  qperations which · 
can be divided into two categories:/ operations with macroeconomic objettives and 
those with ~icroeconomic objectives.  ·  ·  ·  · 
'A.  OPERATIONS \VITH MACROECONOMIC OBJECTIVES 
The  first  ·of these  are  the  balance ·of payments  loans  for  Memb.er  States, 
.  normally carrying st.rict economic conditions and undertakings. 
Matrefinancial. ~ssistahce operations are simiiar in  n~ture but are intended for 
non-member countries.  .  . · ·  .  . . 
.  .  .  .  .  - .  .  -
Finally, this category include~ the credit  guarantee ofEC~  ·soo milllon and the 
loari  of ECU 1 250 milliol)  to .-finance- imports  o.f  agricult~ral products  and 
foodstuffs into the foriT\ei'  Soviet Union,. since the risk. involved in  these two 
operations- depend,$  to  a;  large- extent  on. macroeconomic  and. political 
devel~pment~ in the-resipient count:ies. 
B.  OPERATIONS WITH MICRO  ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES 
These are loan; to financ:e  specific projects: which  a~e usu~lly repaid  ov~r the 
long teim from funds which these projects.are expected to generate;  as a rule',  · 
they are granted to State coinpanies or financial  institutions. and, in addition to 
the Community guarantee, are covered -by  the usual guarantees demanded by 
b~nki  .  .  . 
They are the Euratom and NCI  loans in  Member States and  the Euratom and 
EIB  loans  outside the  Community  (Mediterranean  and  .Central  and  Eastern · 
Europe,  certain  non: member . countries -.  dev~ioping countries  of Asia •  and 
. LatinAmerica. and :south Africa).  .  . -27-
A~ ALGERIA 
. 1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION. 
Since 1994, progress with respect to macro-economic stabilisation under the stand-
9Y, programme with the IMF has been impressive. The fiscal deficit was halved from 
8.7% ofGDP in  1993 to 4.4% in  1994. Monetary policy was tightened and nominal 
interest rates increased, though not to a positive level in real terms. inflation initially 
accelerated  before  slowing down again  to  34% by  April  1995  (last  12  months), 
which is not excessive, considering the depreciatiqn of the dinar and price incre~es 
triggered by price liberalisation and reductions in consumer subsidies. 
Price  are  liberalised,  except  for  a  few  (subsidised)  staple  foods,  medical  drugs, 
energy  products  and, rental  rates  for  public  housing.  Imports  were  completely 
· liberalised  and government import monopolies  are being phased out.  The Bank of -
Algeria switched from a fixed  to a managed floating  exchange rate with the aim of 
stabilising the real effective exchange rate. Foreign exchange is now available for all 
bona fide  and visible ·current account transactions. The gap between the official and 
parallel  market exchange rate was reduced from  over 250% at the end  0~ 1993  to 
· less than 50% in the second _quarter of 1995. 
Financial restructuring of non:.autonomous public enterprises has accelerated, a draft 
privatisation law  has  been  adopted  by  the  government  and  a  pilot  privatisation 
progr~mme was launched in  early 1995. The Bank of Algeria started auctioning off 
refinancing  credits  and  the  Treasury  introduced  an  auction  mechanism  and  a 
secondary market for ~reasury  bills~ 
.  ; 
In ·May  1995, the stand-by arrangement with the IMF was followed up by a 3-year 
(1995-98) Extended Fund Facility for an amount ofappro{(imately US$ 1.75 billion. 
Continued political and security problem~ weaken consumer and investor confidence 
and may even affect hydrocarbon export capacity. GDP growth in  1994 is estimated 
at  zero  and  prospects  for  1995- are  not  significantly  better  in  the  present 
· circumstances. -Social  safety  net  reforms  are  in  progress  but still  insufficient  to 
effectively improve the situation of  the poor.· 
2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Substantial liberalisation of the imports and  foreign  exchange regimes resulted in  a 
worsening ofthe current account position, from a 1.6% ofGDP surplus in  1993 to a: 
· 4.3%  defiGit  in  1994.  Imports  increased. substantially  in  the second  half of 1994, 
the~eby eliminating shortages. of consumer goods and  much needed  spare parts and. 
inputs in  industrie~ and the construction sector. Export revenue decreased in  1994, 
reflecting both a decline in hydrocarbon export prices and reductions in the quantitjes 
_ expOiied. A further worsening of  the current account is expected in  1995. '  ... 
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-The 'overall  balance  of payments  position _  improved · because · of external · debt 
reschedulings which provided some US$ 4.4 billion in exceptioilal financing inl994: 
Further exceptional financing was provided by the iMF arid  othermtdtilat~rat_tiatance 
of  payments support  programmes~ inchiding  from  the EU,  for  an  amount of US$ 
: -1.25 ·billion in 199{ an(more is expected in 1995.  -
•  •  '  • ......  ,r 
-3~  EXTERNAL DEBT. 
Algeria's  e~ernal debt situation has been stabilised, largely due to the bilateral-debt 
rescheduli'ng  arrangements  with  the P-ari's  Club,  which  are  likely  to be continued 
_ .  under the new programme with  the~IMF. 'The Algerian  authorities also  . .reached  an 
· - agree~ent  ad  referendum ·:with  the . commercial' banks.  in  the  London  Club> to 
-.reschedule US$'3.2 billion commercial debt service duebet~een 1 March-1994. and  ._ 
31  Dec_ember  1997,  including  US$ 1.1 -billion  due  under  the  1992  "re  profiling · 
operation"  (th_e  Credit LyQnnais agreement).  Rescheduling -is  done in three !ranches, 
over a period ranging from  l-1.5  to  l~years and 4.5 to 6.5 years grace, at  existing 
interest ·rates .until expire of  the initial contracts and Lihor+ 13/16 thereafter.  -·  .  -.- .  '  '  .  .  .  - .  ' 
The debt stock-!o-GDP ratio stood at 71% end  1994 and is riot expected to undergo  _ 
substantial  chang~s in  the next fev/ years.  The ·debt servic:e-to-exports ratio,  on the. -
other hand;· declined from  8_2% ofexport revenue in _1993  to beloyv 50% in '1994 and · 
is  expected to decline fur:ther  oyer the·, next threeyea;s as  a:  result of the: extensive 
debt rescheduling's in the Paris and Lon-don Clubs. 




1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
2. 
, Until  1994  reforms  in  Belarus  were  slow.  A  large  part of the command  system 
remained in  place (trade administered, subsidies high).  GDP fell  by about 10% per 
year in 1992 and  1993, less than in  Russia. However the recession in. 1994, with a 
. 20% drop ofGDP, was one of  the most severe ofthe-countries in transition. 
One of the main, reasons of delays in  stabilising the economy was'the absence of a 
clear  autonomous  monetary  policy  in  Bel~rus.  Until  early  1994,  despite  the 
introduction of a temporary local  rouble in  1992,  the prospect of monetaiy union' 
with Russia remained  strong.  In  May 1994 the Belarussian  rube!  was declared the 
only legal tender in the country. After the presidential election held in' July, the newly 
formed government has adopted a reformist stance and an ambitious programme of 
reforms,  under  the  assumption  that  the  monetary  policy · remains  under  national 
control. In January 1995, Belarus signed with Russia a customs union agreement. 
.  Economic  stabilisation  is  the  immediate  priority.  In  1994  monetary  expansion 
· remained  high  and  average  inflation  was  over  30%  per  month.  After July  1994 
monetary expansion limits were set.  Inflation in  early  1995  was down to 20% per 
month over the first quarter and an estimated 5% per month over the second quarter. 
The authorities' goal· is to bring it down to a monthly 1% level by the end of  the year.  · 
The  budget  performance  improved  in  1994  with  a  deficit  of about  2% of GDP, 
against 8% in  1993. The 1995 budget env'isages a deficit of3.2% ofGDP. 
Core structural reforms. have been slow and remain the weak point which delayed the 
approval of a  stand-by arrangement  with  the IMF.  Prices were liberalised  in  June 
1993, but subsidies on basic foodstuffs  were maintained  until  late  1994,  and  rents 
and  utility _prices  remained  controlled  at  very  low  levels.  Until· 1994,  no  proper 
two-tier banking system existed, with the established practice of·direct central bank 
lending, and even subsidising, to enterprises. Enterprise restructuring has made little 
progress. Privatisation was until this year delayed by the resistance of  enterprises and 
sectoral ministries.  Although a privatisation law was approved in  July  1993,-by the 
end of 1994 the private sector accounted for only a minor part of  economic activity. 
Bankruptcy !t~gislation, which had been enacted already in  1992 is still far from being 
effective. Neither is a law on commercial paper and stock exchanges passed in 1992. 
THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
While the country suffered from disntptions of  trade and payments in the FSU, it has. 
been so fa·r unable to redirect its trade to the west.  It has furthermore been adversely 
affected by the deterioration of its terms of  trade, with an increasing cost of energy 
imports which are now close to  world  market prices.  As  a result,  the trade balance, 
which was positive in  1991  (mainly  inter-FSV  republics  trade) is  now negative and - /) 
/· 
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. registered a -defi~it of  about 'US$ 600  milli~n  _in  1994, most of  ~hi~h  is :doe to energy 
imports from Russia which account for more than 50% of  total import_s.  As Belarus 
.. la,cks  the  currency  reserves  to  .pay  for  this,  net interstate arrears ·increased  and -· 
:reached almost US$ o.·5 billion by the end of 1994, mainly on Russian gas deliveries. 
.  •  .  •  •  I  • 
the currentaccount defiCit r~ached about us·$ :S4s· nlillion in  19?4 (about 11~ of. 
GDP). Taking a moderation· of  imports and slow growth of exports into account, the 
· current  account  deficit -in  l99S  could_ amount  to.  about· US$  36o"  million.  Hard 
currency re~er\.res, whi~hwere  almost non existent by end 1994, are-reported to hav~ · 
significantly incr.eased over the first half of 1995. -
The IMF  disburs~d in  January the ·sec~nd t;~nche, .worth US$. 100· million,- of-the _ 
Systemic· Tra'nsforrriatiory -Facility (STF)  approved  iri  1993,- and  inten_ds  to.  further-
support  the- country  with  ~- 1'2  month- stand:by--arrangement·· from  mid-'1995  to· 
mid-1996,  provided  prior structural  reforms  are implemented.  The World Barik is 
likely to approve a policy loan  of about  US$ '100-12.0 ·million;  out._of which  ~orne 
60 million US dollars could already be disbursed iri the second ~emester of 1995. 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
-_  Under th~ "zero op-tion" agreement between Russia and the other niw independent  _-
-_  states;  Russia  took  over the-external  assets  and liabilities  of the ex-USSR.  Thus, 
Bei<irus' exten1al debt stock is  recent (post  1992}.".  . 
- -
The  estimated  external  debt. of the -country  was  standing  .at  about  1.5  billion 
· US-dollars by the end .of 1994. This-estimate takes· into 'account a rescheduling of  gas· 
arrears towards Russia, for an  equivalent of  about US$ 0.5 billion, which have been  . -
_  converted into -medium and  long_ tenn debts.  The external debt service on exports 
ratio. averaged only 6% in  1994 but this ~ctually represents a_ heavy burden owing to. -
the  very  limited  hard  currency  resource-s  of the country.  In  1995,  assuming  the 
approval  of the  IMF  stand-by_  arrangement  and  complementary  financing  from 
..  international donors,  the external  debt  could .increase up  to  almost two billion US 
dollars, i.e.  about 40% o(GDP..  ·'  · 
'  ' 
-, 
.•  _-. .. 
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C. BULGA~IA  · 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
In  1994 the· Bulgarian  economy stopped shrinking.  Real  GDP increased by  1.4%, 
reflecting  a  more  favourable  business  climate,  new  export  opportunities  and 
increased domestic demand._ Unemployment declined from  16% in  1993  to around 
13%· in  1994, partly reflecting the economic turnaround. By end of first quarter of 
1995, it further contracted to 12%. 
Significant  price flL"ctuations  occurred  in _1994  as  a  result  of the introduction of 
VAT,  .a  sharp lev  devaluation  and  policy slippages.  In  '1994,  year-on-year  CPI-
inflation reached 121.9%, which negatively compares with the rate recorded in 1993 
_  (63.8%). The government projects an inflation rate of around 50% in  1995 ·but this 
target seems to be over-ambitious. Iri April  1995, year-on-year CPI inflation stood at 
106.6%. 
In  1994,  the government aimed  at implementing tight monetary and credit policies 
with  a view to curbing  inflationary  pressures.  Essential  conditions of  _it  were also 
. exchange rate stability,  the' ha~dening of enterprises• budget constraints and a  sharp 
reduction o(  the state•s budgetary requirements. The implementation of fiscal  policy 
was rather successful (in  1994 budget deficit/GDP ratio· edged down to 6.6% from 
. 13.6% in 1993) and the government's incomes policy has been moderately restrictive. 
During the second half of  the year it became, however, more difficult to implemen-t a 
.tight monetary policy.  ·  - ·  · 
In May 1995,  the government approved a  new policy programme which envisages 
for 1995  a decline in  the budget deficit to 5.5% of GDP and moderate real r:noney' 
supply growth (5%). Direct financing of  the budget by the Bulgarian National Bank 
is expected to increase and this is a source for concern. 
As  for  structural  reforms,  in  1994  main  loss-making  enterprises  worked  out 
rationalisation  plans.  ·The  government  intends  to  issue  long-term  bonds .  worth 
US$ 1.8  billion.  aimed  at  replacing banks•  bad  loans  and  interest arrears.  Banking 
supervision  has  been  strengthened.  A  bank  consolidation  programme  has  been 
completed;  mass  privatization  of 500  companies  has  been  postponed;  standard 
(market-based) privatization proceeded only slowly. 
2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
As  regards Bulgaria•s external  developments in  i994, the structural shift in  foreign  c 
trade towards OECD and other third markets was further consolidated, reflecting the 
positive impact of associati<;>n  and  trade agreements  With  EU and  EFT  A,  the lev · 
devalu,ation and low labour costs.  In  1993~ the trade balance and the current account 
· witnessed deficits of respectively  US$ 0.9 billion  and  US$  1.4  billion.  In  1994,  the ... 
'  .. 
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trade balance turned into a surplus of  US$ 200 rriillion while the current account was·  .. 
·  · balanced.  ·  ·  ·  ·· 
.  .  .  .  ~ 
·  In  1994,  the capital  account  benefited. from  new  external  financial  support· made · 
. available by the)MF (stand-by. and  Systemic Transformati-on  Facility), _the  World 
Ba~  · EtJ  and  other bilateral  donors,  in  the framework  of the· Q.;.24  initiative  in· 
favour  of Bulgaria  ..  ·Foreign  direct  investment  remained  e,dremely; low  despite  a 
liberal legislation p3:ssed in 1992. Short-term capital inflows were eql}a11y. modest. 
.  .  . 
In 1994 gross _official  reserves (including gold) were replenished to US.$  1.3  billion 
or about 2.7 months of  imports. By end-MaY 1995, they had increased to US$ 1.6 bn-
(3.3 months ofimports).  .  . .  '  .  .  c.  .  . 
3  FOREIGN DEBT 
The  agreement  in  principle  reached  in  November  1993  with  the  London  Club 
commercial creditors on a debt. ~nd ·debt ser:vice ·reduction programme· (DDSR) was 
finalizeci  in July 1994.-. Overall, it is estimated that.  th~ agreement r.¢duced Bulgaria's . 
U,S$  8.2 billion  eligible  debt  to  western  commercial  banks  by  around  46%.  The_. 
up~  front cost of  the operation (qS$. 715  million) .was partlycoveredby the country's 
hard  currenc;y  international. reserves  and  partly  by  exceptional  external  fi11ancing 
· made available by the  Fund and the World Bank in  September 1994. In April  1Q94, 
·. a third Paris Club debt rescheduling-arrangement .was reached between Bulgaria and 
.its•  official·  creditors,  ·covering  all  .  obligations  falling  due. fi·om·  the  <.previous  . 
rescheduling·until April 30,  1995~  · 
By  restoring  Bulgana's .external viability,  these ·debt agreements· should  help  the 
country attract further FDI and regain ac.cess to· the international financiill  markets. 
At end 1994 the exter~al debt/GDP ratio:was  117%  (144~ in-1992)  ~ind the debt. 
se~ice ratio was reduced'to 19% (39% in 1992). .  .  . - 33-
D. THE CZECH REPUBLIC 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
After a sharp decline in 1990-92 and stagnation in  1993, the Czech economy grew by 
2.6% in  1994, reflecting a strong recovery of private consumption and investment. 
Industri::!.l  production rose by 2.3% and  the unemployment rate continued to edge . 
down,  reaching 2.8% in  May 1995.  Thetightness of the labour market remains an 
·extraordinary feature  of the  Czech transformation  process.  Indicators for the first 
quarter of 1995 suggest an  accel~ration of  growth. 
Inflationary pressures were subdued  in  the first  half of 1994, with arinual  inflation 
falling to 9.2% in May 1994.  Since then,  however, inflation has been on an upward 
trend as a result of the rapid expansion of the money supply and domestic demand. 
Annual inflation stood at 10.2% in May 1995. 
Money supply (M2) grew by 22% in  1994, well above the 12% original target. This 
rapid  growth of liquidity  reflects  the iinpact of the strong foreign  capital  inflows, 
which  _the  Czech  National  Bank  (CNB) has  only  been  able  to  sterilize  partially 
through ·open  market  operations  and  the  increase  in  the  banks'  minimum  reserve 
requirements. Regarding fiscal  policy, the state budget ended 1994 with a 'surplus of 
Ck 11.2 billion (about l!S$ 336 million) and the Parliament has approved a balanced 
budget for 1995.  " ·  · 
As  far  as  structural  reform  is  concerned,  the  second  wave of large-scale voucher . 
privatization, involving assets in  861  enterprises with a book value of Ck 155 ·billion 
(US$  4.7  billion),  has  be~n concluded  in .November  1994.  About  ~0% of the 
productive capacity of  the economy is estimated to be now in private hands. 
2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Reflecting the acceleration of domestic demand,  the real  appreciation ·of the Czech 
crown and trade restrictions introduced by Slovakia, the current account moved from 
a US$  115  million (0.5% of GDP) surplus in  {993  to small deficit (US$ 16 million}. 
in  1994.  The deficit  has  continued  to  increase ·in  the first  quarter of 1995  and  is 
expected to reach about 1.5-2% ofGDP for the-whole ~ear. 
The balanced current account result achieved in  1994 hides a very large trade deficit 
(US$ 865 million) offset by a US$ 766 million surplus in the services halance (largely 
due  to  revenues .  from  tourism  and  transportation)  and  a  US$  surplus  in  net 
unrequite<:I  transfers. The deterioration of the bilateral current account with Slovakia 
has led the Czech Republic to consistently exceed the ECU 130 million credit ceiling 
agreed under the Czech.:SJovak clearing system. Following the official request by the 
Czech  government,  this  clearing  system  is  expected  to  be  terminated  in  October 
1995. --34-
The . net  inflow  :of  FDI  slowed  down  ·considerably  in  1993  (declining  to· 
. US$552 million  from US$ 981 million in  1992) but recovered  partly in  1994 (to 
· US$ 749 million). ·Furthermore~the Czech Republic has been experiencing a  surge in 
. other capital inflows since the third quarter of 1993. Thus,  in  1994, gross portfolio 
· investment  (mostly  equity  investment .in  the  Prague  Stock Exchange· and  foreign 
acqui_sition :of Czech. issues· of international bonds) reached .  US$ 90  1 -million,  Czech. 
-enterprises took financial' credits abroad in the. amount of  US$ 1378  million.  Also, 
· Czech banks -have been borrowing significan~ amounts in the international market for 
syndicated loans.· The Czech Republic's access to. the international capital markets 
·has been reinforced by successiveupgradings of  the country's rating. In June 1994, 
Moodis upgraded again the Czech  Republi~'s rating (from Baa3 to Baa2), and  in 
July 1994 S & P's upgraded its rating.fromBBB to.BBB+.  .  - .  ·  ·  .  · 
.  .  .  - .  -
-The combination of a healthy current ·account and  a strong capital  inflow has  put 
upward pressure on the nominal exchange rate and has· resulted in a rapid growth of-
official· foreign exchange res~rves, which stood at US$ 8. 6 billion (or about 7 months 
of imports)  at  end-April 1995,  compared 'to only US$  0. 7 billion  at  end~  1992.  In 
order to offset or restrict part -of the capital inflows,  t~e authorities have repaid  ahead 
of schedule au· the· remaining IMF loans. (worth US$ (I  billion),  have  approved a 
draft Foreign Exchange Act which  provides for. the gradual  introduction of the full 
convertibility ofthecrown, and  have imposed irylate Jun·e 1995 limits on the· total 
· _  amount  of short-term  foreign  credits  Czech  banks  may  take.  Also,  the  CNB  is 
considering possible options to iricre(!Se the flexibility of their exchange rate policy, 
includl.ng  the widening  of the-fluctuation  band  around· the ·D-mark!US$  peg,  the  · 
revaluation of  the central rate and the inove to a floating exchange rate-regime.  · 
3.  FOREI(;~  DEBT 
,Despite a significant growth of  convertible debt in· 1993  and 1994, mostly associated 
with strong foreign  borrowing by Czech companies and  banks,  th~ Czech Repuplic 
· continues to enjoy a low foreign debt burden. Total convertible debt increased from . 
US$ 6. 9 .billion at end-1992 to US$ 10.3  billion at end-' 1994, but this still implied a 
relativeiy. low debt/GDP ratio- of 29%. The debt service ratio has increased between 
.1992 and 1994 but, at  13% in 1994, it .remains moderate. 'While projectio.ns for i995. 
and  1996 point towards _an, increase in the debt and debt  se~ice indicators; they are  ., 
expected to  remain at reasonable levels.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
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E. ESTONIA 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
The Estonian economy emerged from  recession by the end of 1993  and GDP grew 
by 4%.in.l994, despite ·a severe drought which hampered the agricultural production  .. 
Since 1993 services account for more than half of  GDP. Growth mainly relies on the 
development ofthe private sector. 
The  currency  board~ arrangement  introduced  in  1992  (under which  the  kroon  is 
pegged to the DM at a fixed 8 to 1 'rate, and the monetary base limited by the amount 
of hard  currencies  and  gold  detained  by  the  central  bank)  proved  successful  in 
stabilising the economy. However, inflationary pressures, fuelled  by sharp increases 
of energy  imports  prices,  resumed  at  the  end  of 1993  and· early  1994.- Prices 
increased  by  more  than  40%  in  1994,  well  over  target,  but  the  latest  recorded 
monthly price increases in  late  1994 and early 1995  were more moderate (2.4% in 
March, 1% in April) although, still,  irregul_·ar.  Under the currency board arrangement 
central  bank  lending  to  the  state  is  prohibited,  which  contributed  to  budgetary 
-discipline. The general government budget was in  balance in  1994, against a  1.8% 
. deficit  in  1993;  reflecting  improvements  'Of  revenue  perfOrmance,  and  despite 
increases of  public investment. 'J'he 1995 budget envisages a GDP 1% deficit. 
Estonia  has  made  continuing  progress  on  structural  reform.  In- 1994,  Estonia 
a~vanced further in the area of  privatisation (80% of  small enterprises and more than 
258 large state_ owned firms have now been sold to private owners)and in some cases 
. bankruptcy law was  applied.  Banking supervision was improved and following the 
banking  cris,is  of  1993,  the  banking  system .. was  restructured.  The  number  of 
commercial banks. was reduced to 21,  mostlY' through  mergers.  Estonia maintains 
liberal foreign trade and investme!lt laws. The Estonian kroon is fully convertible. 
2.  .  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Estonia's  current account situation ·became  tight  in  1994.  The excess of  domestic 
inflation  over' international  price  increases  has  reduced  the  country's  international 
.. competitiveness, and,  in  combination with the resumption of domestic demand,  has 
resulted  in  higher imports.  As  a result,, the current.·  acco~nt deficit which  stood at 
5.7% of GDP. in  1993  reached  an  estimated  9%  level  of GDP  (excluding  o·fficial 
transfers) in 1994. 
The I.MF programme under the stand-by arrangement for the period October 1993 to 
March 1995 remained on-track and in March 1995 the lMF approved a new fifteen-
month. stand-by arrangement for an amount ofSDR 14 million (US$ 20 million). The 
.  inflow  of foreign  direct  investment  remained  high  for  the  third  consecutive year, 
·(worth some US$. 253  million).  Official foreign exchange reserves. continued to grow - 36-
and, ·at us dollars  450  million  at  end-1994,  covered  approximately  3  months  of 
imports.  ,  ·  ·  ·  .  .  - ·  · 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT -
Estonia has  nci  lega~y of foreign- debts  fr01il- the  ex-:-USSR·. In 1994  th~ stock of 
external' debts- increased  from  US  dollar  135  million  to  an  estimated  US ·dollar 
-170 million·level {or6~5%  of(TDP). External debt  servic~ rem~ined lqw in·1994 with 
·._  a ratio to  exports of goods and non-factor services below 1  %;·,A substantial part of . 
- Estonia~s foreign debt'is owed to international financ:i~ institutions. _  .  . 
----
..  ~· 
.  ~ . 
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·F. HUNGARY 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
The Hungarian economy recovered in  1994, with real GDP growing by an estiinated 
2% and  ind~strial production by 9%. Following a peak of 11.8% of  the labour force 
in early  1993, the unemployment rate has declined to 10.1% in  the .first quarter of 
1995. Growth, however, is expected to slow down in  1995, reflecting the effect of 
'  -the  "austerity package"  adopted by  thegovemment in  March  1995  to reduce the 
country's high budget and current .account deficits. 
The "austerity package" includes:  1) the introduction of  an  8~  temporary· surcharge 
on  imports,  excluding  primary  energy  products,  investment  goods  and 
outward-processing trade; 2) an  8.3% devaluation of the forint  combined with the 
switch to  a pre-announced crawling-peg system implying a monthly devaluation ·of 
1,.9% during the second quarter of 1995  and of 1.3% in the second half of the  year; 
3}  a  range  of expenditure  cuts  and  measures  to  inc;rease  revenues  including  the 
reform of  the social welfare system, cuts in public sector employment and real wages, 
·the  increase  in  the  consumption  tax  on · c;tutomobiles  and  improvements· in  tax 
administration. 
The fiscal  measures_included in the package are estimated to yield about 3% ofGDP 
in  1995,  in  spite  of  which  the  consolidated  state  budget  defitit  (excluding 
privatization  revenue~) is  expect~d to fall  only from 6.9% of GDJ?  in  1994 to 6% in· 
1995. 
In  1994,  consumer  prices  rose  by  a  little- over  19%,  continuing  the  gradual 
moderation in  inflation  which  has  taken  place  since  1992,  when  the  end-of-year 
. increase in the CPI reached 24. 7%. However, the combined effects of  a faster forint 
devaluation,  the import surcharge,  an ·increase in  the VAT and  higher charges for 
utilities are likely to push inflation to 28-30% in  1995. Year..:on-year inflation stood 
at 30.8% in May 1995. After four years of decline,  real wages grew by.8% in  1994. 
but have been declining in the first months of 1995.  . 
Disagreements within the government coalition that took office in July 1994 initially. 
resulted  in  a deadlock of the privatization process.  Although a new impulse to this 
process  was announced,  few  sales  of enterprises  have  taken  place until  now.  ·The 
. government  is,  therefore;  unlikely  to  meet  its  ambitious  target  of  -raising 
Ft 150 billion  (3% of GDP)  in  privatization  revenues  in  1995.  The bulk of these 
revenues  were expected  to come from  the sale of several  large  enterprises  in  the 
energy sector, telecommunications and, to a Jesser extent, the banking sector. .  ' 
__ / 
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2.  · 1HE BALANCE OF :P A  )'ME;NTS 
After reaching a deficitofUS$ 3.9 billion (9.5% ofGDP) in  1994, no  correction in 
the  current  account  was  recotded  in  the  first  quarter  of ·1995.  The  authorities, 
.  however, expect that the stabilization package will result in  a·r~duction of  the current . 
accounfdeficit to about US$.25billion (6%~ofGDP):in)995._  . 
Foreign  Direct  InvestmeQt  (FDI)  declined  from  OS$  2.3  billion  in  1993  to 
· US 1:1 billion  in  1994.  The  authorities  hqpe.  that  the  planned  acceleration  of 
privatization,  which· is  expected  to  rdy  to  a-- significant  extent  in  the  sale  of 
. enterprises to foreign jnvestors, will increase FDI inflow-s  to about US$ :i.S  billion. 
But, given the delay in  the implementation of the privatization programme; FDI is 
likely to fall  substantially short of  this figure. This would mean that  non-debt creating · 
inflows will again fail  to match the size of the· current account deficit, thus resulting 
in a ne~  increase in both gross and net foreign debt.  . 
In  spite  of _the  high  current account  deficit,  the  slo~down in  FDI -inflows  ·and 
substantial debt repayments, qfficial foreign exchange reserves ·remained at relatively 
high  levels  throughout  1994,  and  stood at US$  6.8  billion  at  end-February -1995 
-- (7 months  of  imports).  This  is .basically  explained  by  the  substantial  foreign' 
borrowing  undertaken  by .  Hungariim  banks  and. enterprises  and  by .  the  continued 
recourse  by  the  National  Bank  of Hungary  (NBH)  to. the  international  capital 
markets.  In the first  five  months -of  1995, _and  despite  increasing  concerns  in  the 
_ markets  __  about  Hu-ngary's  economic  prospects, . the  NBH  managed  to  place 
i11terilational bonds in the amount of  US$ 1 billion.  -
- .  .  .  . 
_The  18-month stand-by facility granted by the IMF to Hungary ·in September  199~ · 
.,  was  inte~rupted owing to  slippages with' respecfto some of the programme-targets. 
-How6'ver, the govern111ent's austerity package and the likely approval-of a restrictive  -· 
budget'for .1996 shquld pave the-way. for_ the resumption of IMF lending by the.end 
of1995.  ·  ·  · 
. 3.  FOREIGN DEBT_.  -
With the c:urrent account deficit considerably  ex~eeding  ·the net' inflow of  FDI since 
1993, both gross and net foreign ·debt have been rising rapidly, and from already high 
. levels.  Gross convertible foreign debt has  increased from .US$ 21.5  at ·end-1992 to 
US$ 31.7 billion (77% of GDP)-billion .at  enq~March 1995. Net foreign 'debt, for its 
- part, has increased from US$ 1J .1  biiJi·on  to US$ 21.4 billion over the same period. 
After i~creasing in previous years, 'the proport[o·n ofmedium- and  long~tei:in debt has 
remained practically_ unchanged at around 91%.  · 
Total· debt se~lce has been consisfently increasing since 1992, reaching an· estimated . 
- ·61% of  exports ofgoods and non-factor services in  1994 (against35% in  1991). The 
early repayments made by the- NBH _in. 1.994  have significantly reduced the expected 
concentration of repay1~1ents in  1995  and  19-96.  Repayments  are  now projected  to--
amount to about US$ 3.4 billion in both 1995 and ·1996. - 39-
G. ISRAEL 
1.- GENERAL· ECONOMIC SITUATION 
Annual GDP growth slowed down to 5.5% in the ·last quarter of 1994 and 2.6% in-
the first  quarter of 1995.  The official forecast for  1995  has been lowered to 4%. 
Unemployment continued to fall,  from 9% end 1993 to 7.8% end 1994, as the wave 
of ir:nmigratioil  from  Eastem Europe and the ex-Soviet Union of the early  1990s · 
came to an end and the repeated closure of  the Occupied Territories accelerated the 
replacement ofPalestinian workers with immigrants. 
· . Inflation  accelerated  significantly  in  the·  last  quarter  of  1994  to  14.5%  (last 
Ii  months)  but  has  slowed· down  again  recently  to  10.8%  in  May  1995.  Still, 
underlying  inflation  remains  high,  fuelled  by  buoyant  consumer  demand  and 
considerable increases in  public sector real wages. The authorities· are sticking to the 
announced inflation target zone of8 to 11% for end-1995. 
The inflation differential was not entirely matched by the nominal depreciation of  the · 
· shekel, thereby pushing the real .exchange rate up  and widening the current account 
deficit to over US$ 3 billion at the end of 1994. This has put downward pressure on 
the shekel. As a result, the Bank ofisrael has slowed down the trend towards lower 
interest rates. The key refinancing rate stood at 13.5% end May 1995  .. 
The government budget deficit was further reduced from  2.5% ofGDP in  1993" to 
2%  in  1994  reflecting  curbs  in  the  housing  programme  and  other  subsidies  for 
immigrants, including unemployment benefits, and tax increases, especially on capital 
gains. Revenue from privatisation reached US$ 700 million in>l994' and is expected 
to increase to l[S$ 1.5  billion in  1995,  in  spite of a  slow-down in the privatisation 
process, 
2.  1HE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
· Recent developments in  the trade balance are a  cause for concern. Export growth 
remained  strong at close to  11%  over the first  five  months of 1995,  compared to 
10.4% in  1994: But imports are even more buoyant with growth estimated at 15.6% 
(in  US$ terms) over the same period. The cumulative trade deficit over that period 
reached US$ 4.3  billion,  up from US$ 3.5 billion over the corresponding period last 
year. 
Capital inflov.,rs have soared in the  fir:s.~ quarter of 1995 to US$ 2.6 billion, compared 
to' US$ 2.3  billion in  all of 1994, driven by the increasing gap between interest rates 
on the domestic and international capitallT)arkets. Capital inflows have also increased 
inflationary pressure.  · ..  ·.·.  /- 40-
·The- Bank_ of Israel maintains  a  "crawling  peg"  exchange  rate  regime· with  an 
.. anriouncedannual target depreciation rateof6%. The variation band allowed around 
the targeted exchange rate was recently increased to 7%.  Official foreign  e~change 
reserves-reached  a_ satisfying  level  of US$  6.7  billion  at  the  end  of 1994  and 
-- . continued to grow to over US$ 8 billion in the first quarter ofl995, equivalent to 3.5 
' months of  imports; and still rising in the wake of  strong capital inflows.·  ' 
3. .  FOREI<iN DEBT .. 
. The US$ 10  billio~ credit gua~antees obtained ffo~ the US government in  1992 have 
enabled the authorities to'  draw on medium and long-term credit lines for investment 
projects. By -end  1994, some  US$ 4.4 billion .had effectively been drawn,  mostly by 
the government and  a  few  public  sector enterprises, ·allowing  them  to establish  a 
·presence and  building  an  image in international  markets.  Most  of the funds  have 
resulted  in. a  strengthening of the  reserve· position  of the  Bank of IsraeL  Pr~v~te 
sector borrowers find  these loans too costly,  at  30~year interest rates around 7.3%, 
· while short-term US$  inte~est rates have stood at5%. 
Israel has a BBB+ rating on ·international  capit~l markets, which may be· sufficient to-
get un~aranteed access,  The  authorities  are  likely  to  announce  their- intention  to 
launch a bonds ·issue in the second half of 1995, to finance the Treasury deficit and to 
test.their access to th~ internati6nal capital markets. - 41  -
H. LATVIA 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
Latvia is emerging ·out of the recession. which· saw GDP fall  by 45% between 1991 
and 1993. Growth in 1994 was a moderate 2%, partly because of  the adverse inlpact 
ofthe drought which affectsthe whole region. Unemployment is already substantial, 
with an estimated 7%·l~vel at the end of 1994, one of  the highest levels of  the former 
Soviet countries. 
The  Latvian  national  currency,  the  tat,  was. introduced  in  1993 · under a  floating; 
exchange rate  regime  but  the authorities  have  actually  pursued  a  policy of stable 
exchange rate with  an  informal  peg to  the SDR.  They further  tightened monetary 
policy in  1994, limiting the growth of broad money to 48%.  As a result; inflation, 
which had reached hyper-inflationary levels in  1992, continued to slow down, falling 
from 35% at end-1993 to 26% at end-1994. 
The government  financial  deficit  remained  in  1994  within  the  initial  2% of GDP 
target. The total deficit (including net government lending), about 4% of GDP, was 
mainly financed through external borrowing. In  1995, both government expenditures 
·(in  particular  social. benefits)  and  rev·enues  would  increase  significantly,  and  a 
comparable financial deficit (I.  7% of GDP) is expected, without taking into account 
·public  inv.estment financed  by. external  borrowings.  Most of the deficit  should  be 
financed by issuing 'treasu_ry bills.  . 
.  . 
Structural reforms continued in  1994. The State Property Fund in  charge of public 
assets started its activities in  September. Privatisation, which had been initiated at a 
slow  pace in  1992-1993,  accelerated  since  November  1994  after the government 
announced  an  international  te.nder  of 45,  medium  and  large· size  firms.  The 
Privatisatiori Agency is  now fully  operational  and  intends  to  privatise  50 firms  by 
tender each year in  1995 and  1996. The financial sector was shaken in early 1995·by 
the crisis of the  ~ain commercial  bank of  Latvia,  Baltija Bank,  which triggered a 
government  action  to  guarantee deposits.  Two  other important Banks, _Universal 
Bank of Latvia (UBL) and  Latvian  Savings Bank are engaged in  the restructuring . 
process,  their  portfolios  have· been  strengthened  and  UBL  might  be  ready  for 
privatisati'on  by the  end  of 1995.  A  new  tariff law  on  external trade enacted  in 
September introduced flat  ad valorem import tariffs except for a limited number of 
goods (mainly agricultural products and  cars). The free trade agreement signed with 
the European Union came into force on  1 January 1995. 
2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
The  current  account·,  which  had  recorded  a  substantial  surplus  in  1993,  became 
negative in  i 994 (  -160 million  US  dollars without the official  transfers,  i.e. 4.6% of 
GDP) mainly because import~ grew sisnificantly while exports decreased. This is the ... 
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result of the upsurge of eco·nomic -activity which  lead t~ a  substantial  increase of 
.  investment~related  ·imports:  ·  ·  ·  · 
·.  Important  ~fficial·  transfers,  ·foreign ··direct · investment· ·  (US$  ·15 5  million)  and 
disbursements from- the ·international financial  institutions contributed to finance this 
•  deficit.  Latvia's 'hard. ~urrency reserves  continued  to .  grow ,in  1994' and,.  with  a 
USdollar .620 million level at year-end, covered abo~t S  months o~  imports.  Forei~ 
direct  inyestment  is  reported  to  have ·further  incr:eased  in  early  199§  However, 
private capita!' inflows could drop  substantially in  the coming months as  a result of 
the present banking crisis in  Latvia~  .  . 
The IMF confirmed in April  1995 its support to· the authorities~ policies:by renewing 
the stand-by arrangement  for a  13-month  period.  It is  however  expected that the 
, authorities will not draw  o~ this fa.cility (about 44 million US$} unless. the country's  · 
level offoreignexchange reserVes significantlydrops.' ·  · 
3~  FOREIGN D,EBT 
Latvia has nci lega~y 9fforeign d~bts oft  he ex-USSR, and t_he  country's external debt . 
is thus recent. In  1994 the external debt stock increased frqm $ 240 millio,n to $ 3  70 
million,  or ll% of GDP.  The external debt service ratio ·presently remains moderate •. 
_at  5%. More than .SO% of  Latvia's foreign debt is  owed to the international financial· 
Institutions.  ·  ·  · 
'  , 
\ 
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I. LITHUANIA 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
After  a  sharp  decline  of about 55%  between  1989  and  1993,  Lithuania's  GDP 
· stabilised in  1994 with an estimated 2% growth. Un,employment, which reached 2% 
of  the active population by the end ·of the 1994, is reported to have significantly risen 
in early 1995:  ' 
Inflation,  which  had  peaked  in  1992  at  hyper-inflationary  levels,  slowed down in 
1993  and early 1994.  An important step in the stabilisation process of the economy 
was the introduction, on April  1,  1994, of  a currency board arrangement under which 
central bank lending to" the government is riot allowed, and the monetary base limited 
· to the market value of gold and  hard currencies detained in the Bank of Lithuania. 
The iitas became pegged to the US  dollar at a rate of LTL 4 to US$ 1.  Monetary 
expansion dropped in  1994. In the months following the introduction ofthe currency 
board arrangement, inflation dropped down to a level of  less than 3% per month, and 
·.the  state  budget  deficit  was  substantially  reduced.  For  the  whole_  year  1994, 
. consumer prices increased by 45% (Dec. to Dec.). 
In  early  1994  the  authorities  adopted  austerity budgetary measures, -including  the 
phasing out of public subsidies, which fell  below 1% of GDP in  1994 (against 5.5% 
in  1991 ).  Revenue performance increased over the second semester,  allowing for a 
moderate deficit of3% ofGDP. The deficit target is  1.5% ofGDP for 1995 and 2% 
for  1996.  A  three-year  macro-economic  programme,  covering  the  period 
October 1994  - September  1997,  has  now  been  adopted  by  the  Government.  It 
envisages tight budgetary policies under the existing currency board arrangement and 
a sustained effort to maintain. the momentum of  structural reforms. 
Progress  has  also  been  registered  with  respect  to  structural  reforms.  Prices 
liberalization  is_ almost completed an_d  the only items with admi'nistered prices relate 
to cases of monopolistic situations. The government continued also to progress with 
privatisation. and  restitution~ By September 1994,  76% of all• companies eligible for 
privadsation, or 30% of  all  state assets, had been privatised through VOJ.lchers,  public 
share subscription and auctions. In December t~e central bank law was enacted, and 
was  followed ·by  the  adoption  of the  commercial  banking  law  in  early  1995. 
Enterprise restructuring was however slow and the implementation of  the bankruptcy 
law was delayed until appropriate courts were designated to deal with cases. 
2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
The share of  the west in  the country's external trade is continuing to increase. About 
50%  of Lithuania's  ·exports· were  directed  to  western  markets  in  1994.  On 
. I January 1995,  the- Free Trade Agreement  with  the  European Union entered. into 
force.  The trade balance,  which  recorded  a surplus until  1992,  became negative in I',, 
..  ·  ... 
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1993  and  1994 (US$ 200 million  deficit last  ye~r) owing  t~_ the, shaq1 .  increase of 
ertergy  imports from  Russia, which are  now· clqse to world  market  prices,  and 
account for about 50% of the country's  impof1s,  According· to·  national  data,  the -
. current account of the country registered :a US$ 90 million ·deficit in 1994 (1.6% of 
GDP),  which _was  however  -compensated  .  by  significant  private _  capital  .inflows. 
Following the approval cf the government autumn three-year programme,· _the. IMF 
approved  an  SDR  134.55  milli_on  .(about  US$  200  million)  extended- facility  in 
October. This Would  allow Lithuania to buildup the necessary reserves and would 
· _  ·help financing key energy and investment related imports.  -
The growth trend. is  expected- to  re!llain  robust,  and 'investmertt  related .  imports 
would grow ,substantially.  The· country would  remain therefore in  current account  _ 
deficit  over the next  few-years,  and is  expected to  he~vily. rely -on  priv~te· capital·· · 
inflows anci ·the SIJpport of  international financiaf institutions.  ·  '  · 
.·  3.  FOREIGN DEBT_ 
Lithuania h~s no legacy of sovereign debts-ofthe ex-USSR. In  ~994, the outstanding 
external  debts·  increased  by  almost  200 -million · US$,  reaching  a:  level_  of _ 
.530 million US_$.  As a percentage ofGDP this level is however moderate (10%)as is 
the country!s external debt ·serv_ice over exports ratio (at abo~t 1  %). 
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J.MOLDOVA 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMic'  SITUATION 
Moldova's  real  GDP  declined  by  some  22%  in  1994,  owing  to  the  ~ntinuing 
disruptions to output and trade associated with the. collapse of central planning, but 
also to severe weather conditions. Industrial production remains depressed in  1995. 
However, agricultural production is expected to rebound from its 1994 level, which 
should. lead  to  a  modest  recovery  of GDP  in  the  remainder  of 1995.  Official 
unemployment remains  low (at some 2%  in  early  1995) but some 17% of labour 
f9rce are on long-term unpaid-leave·:  · 
Inflation decelerated  sharply in  1994:  the average annual  CPI  inflation went down 
from  788.5o/? in  1993  to 329.6% in-1994 and, in the course ofthe year, the quarter-
on-quarter average inflation rate decreased from 83% in  t~e first quarter to about 9% 
in the fourth quarter. In early 1995,  new inflationary pressures· emerged and had to 
be contaiped  t~rough a tightening of credit policy by the central bank." The monthly 
inflation rate was 0:7% in March, down from 2.9% in January arid 2.3% in February. 
Fiscal  deficit  for  1994  was  contained  to  8%  of_,  GDP,  despite  the 
greater-than-envisaged  decline  in  real  output  and  inflation.  However,  expenditure 
arrears rose by some  1.5% of GOP,  including  arrears on wages,  as  a result of the 
application  of a  strict  cash  management  system.  In  the  first  quarter  of 1995, 
important effort£ were made to •collect  1994  tax arrears;  which were allocated to 
liquidate  1994  expenditure  arrears.  Although  government  cu~rent · expenditure 
remained  subject  'to _severe  control,  arrears  continued  to  accumulate  in  the  first 
months of  ·1995:  wage arrears of both central  and  local governments stood, ·at the 
end of  March, at about 1.3% of  quarterly GDP.  ~ 
Although  important measures Were  initiated in  the first  quarter of 1995~ structural · 
reforms have not matched the gains made with respect to financial stabilisation. More 
particularly, the pace of privatisation process slowed 'again,  partly owing to a ;'wait-
and-see"  attitude  of enterprise  managers  with  respect  to  the  new  1995/96 
Privatisation  Programme,  finally  approved  by  Parliament  on  IS  March  1995. 
Important  progress  were  however  registered  in  enterprise  restructuring,  with the 
liquidation of  three state enterprises a_nd the revision of  the bankruptcy legislation. 
2.  THE.BALANCEOFPAYMENTS 
The balance of payments remained under severe pressure throughout 1994; primarily 
as a result of higher prices for  imported energy and  the effects of natural disasters. 
Based on  preliminary  data,  the current  account deficit  was  equivalent  to  9.6 %  of 
GOP (US$. 183  million). Both exports and imports have been weak in  1994. Exports. 
have been negatively affected by  the continuing economic contraction in  Moldova's 
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been severely' compressed by  the. slow pace of disbursements of foreign  assistance' . 
· and  the collapse: of  domestic demand.  The. first  quarter of 1995 shows a. current 
· account deficit of US$. 53  million. This relatively good result is partly  explained by 
the  strong· growth  registered .·in  exports· to  non-FSU  ·countries  (US  75  million, 
_  -compared to US$ 27  millie_~ in the same peripd of 1993). 
Preliminary  indications  about  the  capitai  account show  a  surplus  o_f  some 
·l]S$ 300.million for the whole year_1994,  compared to 117 ·million· in '1993  ..  At. an 
. estimated  US$  23 . million  in  1994;  direct  investment  remained  low~ . while 
· medium-and long-tertn  loans  rep-resented .the_·main  part· of capital  inflows,  with ·an · 
estimat~d amourit ofUS$ 163  million for 1994.  yYith the  p~ce of Qisbursements  in 
. foreign  assistance increasing  in  the last  months  of the year,· gross reserVes  of the 
central b.ank reached the equivalent o.f 3 m'onths of  impoits at  end-1994(up frolJt 1  A· 
·months at end-93) and were still atthis level by end-March -1995. 
FOREIGN DEBT. 
· Moldova :agreed  to  the  zero  option .  with  the  Russian. Federation  arid  so  has  no 
responsibility for the external debt of the ex;-USSR.  The total external d'ebt  of the . 
country is estimated at  US$ 343. million by end  1994 (or around 26% of GDP), and, 
is owed mainly t9 Russia, .  the IW  and the World Bank. Thi.s comp·ares to ~S$.168 
· million  in  1993  (abot.!t  23% of GOP).  The external debt service as a percentage of 
·.  exports is ~estimated to have increased fro_m  around  1~  in  1993 to some 2% in  1994 
and is  exp~cted to increase substantially (to betwe.en 12  ~nd 15%) in  1995. 
'•. 
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- K.ROMANIA 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
Economic growth in Romania continued to pick up slowly, dnven mainly by exports· 
that benefited from a strong depreciation of the exchange rate in early 1994. ·Real 
GD!l  growth is  estimated .at 3% in  1994  and  is  expected to accelerate .in  1995. 
However, consumer confidence remained  weak as households  attach~d  .  priority to 
restoring their savings,  which continue to grow  strongly~ Annual  inflation slowed 
. down from nearly 300% in early 1994 to under 50% by mid-1995. 
The fiscal defiCit was kept under control at 4.4% ofGDP in  1994 and is expected to 
dec;rease further in 1995. Tighter monetary policy and the increase in interest rates to 
strongly  positiv~ levels in  real terms renewed confiden,ce in  the leu  in  the course of 
1994 and fuelled household savings. 
'  ' 
A  floating  exchange  rate  regime  and  an  interbank  foreign  exchang·e  market were 
introduced  in  1994.· However, ·at  the  end  of 1994 and early 1995,  a  significant 
differential  between  official  and  private  bureaux  exchange  rates  re-emerged, 
indicating that the foreign exchange market was not functioning ii1  a fully transparent 
way. 
Structural reforms are making slow progress.  The authorities have tried to impose 
financial  discipline  on  loss-making  state-owned  enterprises  with  large  payments 
arrears, but  int~r-entef}Jrise arrears co"ntinued  to increase to some 14% of GDP by  . 
end· 1994. Parliamentary approval of the long-overdue bankruptcy law,  an essential 
piece in the transition towards a market economy; took place only in March 1995. 
Privatisation of state-owned enterprises  also  remains  slow.· By mid  1995,  3  years 
after the approval of the privatisation law,  only around  1,000 out of nearly 6,300 
·state-owned companies had been fully transferred to private ownership. A new Mass 
Privatisation Programme took nearly one year to gain Parliamentary approval.  -· 
2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
The current account deficit was considerably reduced, from US$ 1.2 billion in· 1993 
'to US$ 0.3  billion in  1994. This was due to a strong export performance (+23% in . 
dollar  terms),  driven  mainly  by  the  depreciation  :of  the  leu  in  early  1994. 
Furthermore,  .  substantial  payment  arrears  and  delays  in  the  domestic  market 
encouraged  enterprises to  sell  on  export  markets  were .  more immediate  payments 
could be expected  ..  Imports increased by  about 5% only.  Towards the end of 1994 
and  in  early  1995,  current  account  pressures  re-emerged,  partly· as  a  result  of 
seasonal  fluctuations  (winter energy  imports).  The association  agreement with the 
EU,  facilitating  Romania's  acc'ess  to  the  EU  market,  came  into  force  on 
1 February 1995. - .,  . 
" 
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The capirai accou~t showed .an increase in private direct and portfolio  investments~ 
. reachingUS$ 414 million in1994, comparedto onlyUS$14 million in 1923. Despite 
this  increase,  the  inflow .  of foreign  direct  investments  remains . very  low  as  a 
percen~age of GDP. A slow;..down has been registered in official loan  disburs~ments, 
but these -remain the principal source ofexternal firiance .. 
Official foreign exchange .reserves, that  were aimost deple~ed,  in early 1994, incieased . 
to  inore  than·  US$  620  million  (J.2  months  of imports)  by  ·mid:.October·-1994. 
However,  in  the wak·e  of the re-emergence  of exchange  rate  different~als and the 
. authorities'. apparent willingness to keep the· official exchange rate below the· mar~et­
clearing level~ the National Banksold part of  its reserves. They fellto less than US$ 
407  million  at  the  end  of February  1995,  when' the.  National  Bank  r~sumed the 
purchase  of· foreign exchange.  Foreign  exchange  holdings· in  the  overall  ba_ntcing 
system increased from US$ 0.9 billion in January to- US$2 billion in  Decembe~ 1994·. · 
3.  EXTERNAL DEBT  / 
Total external debt increasedrapidly fro1~ virtually.zero in _1 989 to US$ 4:7 billion or 
· 16%  of GOP.  at. end-1994  and  external  rl"i:!bt. service  accounted  fo~ some  6%. of.  ~ 
current receipts.  The external debt service ratio  is  expected~  to increase to close to 
20%  in  1999.  Despite  this  rapid  increase,  debt  and  debt .ser\iice  ratios  remam 
relatively low. · 
.  Recently,  Romania  has been  able  to  raise  US$  150  million  ·in  the  international· 
finanCial  markets, at int.eres.t  rates around Lib_oi-+275  base .points, to strengthen the. 
·reserves <?fthe National Bank. More operations of  this type ·are planned i~ the course 
of 1995.  · -49-' 
L. RUSSIA 
.1.  · GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
'  '  ' 
After failure of  stabilisation policies over the last few years, the evolution of  Russia's  · 
economic  policies  remained  uncertain  until  early  1995.  Recent  developments,  in 
particular the tightening of macro-economic policies, the vote of an austenty 1995 
budget in  March and  the agreement with  the IMF on a  stand~by arrangement in 
April,  suggest that the authorities now have a  strong commitment and the needed 
support to implement l~ng-needed stabilisation policies. 
GDP continuedto decline  in  1994,  by  15%,  after an already sharp decrease in  the 
previous years.  In  1994  industrial  production was reported. at less than 45% of its 
1991  level. However, during the second semester i 994 output stabilised. Early 1995 
figures suggest 'that a resumption of growth, 'which had been anticipated by the end 
of 1994, is  still very uncertain. In May, industrial output increased for the first time 
on a year-on-year basis (by 1  %). The unemployment rate grew up to 7.1% compared 
with 5. 5% by end~  1993 . 
.The  deficit. of the enlarged government was initially targeted at  6.5% of GDP for 
1994.  However, after a relatively sat.isfactory performance over the first  semester, 
the  budget  implementation  went  off-track  in  the- summer  after  the  government 
increased expenditure in  favour of the Northern Territories and agriculture. For the 
whole  year  the  budget  deficit,.  at  10%  of GOP,'  was  higher  than  expected.  The 
acceleration  of monetary  growth  over  the  third  quarter  led  to  a  resumption  of 
inflation  at  the  end  of the  year,  to  over  15%  per  month.  For the  whole· year, 
~onsumer prices grew by _about  10% per month (300% Dec. to Dec.). 
-In  early  1995  negotiatio~s with the Th1F  on a  stand-by programme resumed.  The 
authorities tightened their budgetary and monetary policies.  The monetary base rose 
by only  1% over the first  quarter and  the budget fiscal  deficit  was about 3.5% of 
quarterly GDP. The 1995 budget ado'pted in March targets a deficit of5.5% ofGDP. · 
However the decline of  inflation remai_ned slower than expected, with a 7.9% level in 
May down from about 18% in January. In April the IMF board approved a 12 month 
stand-by arrangement, which aims at bringing monthly inflation down to. 1% over the 
second semester, mainly through a further tightening of monetary policy. Monetary 
financing of  the. deficit is to be reduced below 3% ofGDP, compared with about 8% · 
in  1994. The IMF and  the authorities agreed on a tight monthly monitoring ofthe 
programme, which was broadly on-track after the first April reyiew. 
Structural reforms are in  many.respects well advanced in Russia. Price liberalisation 
is almost completed, and remaining controls should be eliminated in  1995, except for 
cleariY:-identified monopolies. Trade restrictions, which had adversely affected the oil . 
exports, have been eliminated in  April  as a prior action to the stand-by arrangement. 
Privatisation  is  well  advanced  with  already  about  85%  of workers  employed  in· '  ! 
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privatised enterprises by the·end of1994. Its pace is. to. b~ inVigorated ·by )he sale of 
large enterprises for cash. A lot remains however to be done in other areas such as  · 
land  reform,· strengthening -the ·financial  sector,  or building up ·an.  efficient  social 
.  security system. .  .  .  .  .  . 
. 2 •. THEBALANCEOFPAYMENTS 
3. 
In  1994, Russia .recorded  a. significant  trad~ surplus,  estimated at about US$ 12 bn,  . 
. compared witJt a  surplusof US$ 14 fm  iri  1993  ..  .This  amou_n~.  however~ may be 
. greatly over.;.estimated, 'as a  part of-imports.go unrecorded in  order to escape tax. 
··  payments. By regions, the shift of  the trade to the West is  significant. Industrialised:  . 
countries acco.unted for·69% of the total volume of impo-rt's  in  1994,  compared to  ·•  .•· 
60% in 1993, ~hile imports from former-CMEJ\ countries continued to decline.· 
.  After  a· surplusof US$ 2.5  bn  in  1993, the curre~t account was again reported in·· 
slight surplus; of  about US$ 3.'6 bn in  1994 (1.4%_ ofGDP). However, the balance of 
payments situation. of Russia  remain~d· extremely-weak,: owing. to the hlgh  level  of. 
debt  service obligations of the country which  would require large current account 
·.·surpluses in the range of US$ 15  bn every year. This situation is expected to further 
· deteriorate .  in  the · late  1990s.  The  country  wilr .  therefore  heavily  rely_. on  debt .· 
re$tructuring, foreign ·direct hwestmentsto fina~ce·the private sector's.eXt.emal needs.· 
.and loans from the 'international financial institutions.  - ·  - ·  ·  .· 
Net :offiCial  ~eserves  i~creased  by US$ 4_bn;  ofwhich US$ -1.5  bl) resulted from IMF 
disbursements_ under . the·  Systemic  Transformation  Facility .. The·  bulk. of IMF 
disbursements under the new US$  6. 5 bn  ~tand·  by ·programme adopted in April will  ·  .·  ~ . 
be disbursed in  1995 (US$ 5.2 bn), provided the prognimm-eremains on~tnick'.  · 
FOREIGN DEiH  · 
.  Accdrding ~0 the: agreements reach~d with the New-Independent. States, Russia is t~e . 
successor, state for the.  assefs and li.abilities of  the  former Soviet Union. The level of . · 
the Russian  debt' repre·sents  an  increasing burden for the .country,  in a context of 
'recession a~d  with the capitalisation of accumulated arrears. In 1994~ foreigifdebt,, at 
· an estimated US  $ .119  billion,': repres~mted 40% ~(  GDP.  The service of the debt 
- represented A2%  of- t~e country's  exports:  Most of this  debt  is. owed  to  official 
· ,bilaterals (about US$ 75  billion), -a substantiaf part to.  commercial banks (about US$ 
30 billion ) and a growing part to the international financial institutions (about US$ 6 
billion),  The .bulk  of the  Russian, debt represents  the . outstanding  amounts  of 
ex-USSR debts (l.JS  doll~rs l 08 billion). -51 -
Russia's inability to service its debts already triggered several Paris Club ro\Jnds since  .. 
1992. On 3 June 1995, Russia reached an agreement with its Paris Club creditors on 
a new rescheduling for  debt· maturities falling  d_ue  in  1995~ Accordingly,  it is  now 
expected that' the debt service .in  1995 will amount to US$ 7.9 billion, about 11% ,of 
projected exports, and some US$·· 1.1  billion more than· initially set aside in the· 1995 · 
general government budget.· Paris Club  creditors also ·agreed to  s~art discussions in 
Autumn  1995  on a wider rescheduling of the Russian debt,  in  order to bring debt · 
service down to sustainable levels for  the coming years.  A .similar wide agreement 
w}th London Club  ~reditors Is expected by the end of 1995.  ··  · 
... •. 
'r  '. 
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M. THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC 
. ·\ 
.1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION. 
.  '  ' 
Follqwing .four  consecutive  ·• years' of recession,  the  Slo~ak econom,y  recovered 
strongly i!l1994, with real GDP growing by 4.8% and industrial production by 6.4%~ 
Unemployment  seems .to  have. stabilized· at .around ·.14.5%:  After .a~celerating to 
. 25.1% i_n  1993, CPI iriflat.ion has been on a  do~ward  trend since th~ beginning· of 
1994, falling io abouf11.2% in-May 1995. ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
The reduction in inflati9n has been supported by tight macroeconomic policies. The 
general governmen! deficit was reduced from 7.6% ofGDP in 1993 to 2~7% in,1994, 
. and  the  state budget for  1995  is  consistent :with  a  general government deficit of 
around ·3%. of GOP.  Regarding  monetary  policy,  the  net  domestic  assets  of the. 
. banking  system expanded  by  only  2%  in  i  994,  down from  i 1.1 %,  in 1993.- The 
National  Bank  of Slovakia  (NBS)  is  expected  to  continue  conducting. a p'rudent 
monetary. policy in. 1995.  Ir has  decided. to  maintain  untii  end-1995  the individual· · 
credit ceilings on bariks introduced in February 1994, and will aim at  a 4.5% growth 
. ofnetdomestic assets an·d a 12.3% gro~h  ofM2 in-1995.  . 
.  .  .  - . 
The new government formed in December 1994 decided in' Ju:ne.1995 to canceithe , 
voucher  privatization  scheme ··launched  by  t}:ie · previous  go~ernment Instead  of . 
shares in  state enterprises, the .3. 5 million  Slovak citizens that bought vouchers l(lst:  .·· 
year will  initialiy ·be  given S~year  inter.est~bearing bond's  issued  by  the National. 
Property Fund.  In  the  area  of banking sector reform,  stricter  regulations. on the  .  '  .  - ,.  '  .  )  . 
classification and  provisioning .of bad loans came into force in March 1995; and· the  ~ 
Parliament . is  expecte.d  to  .  pass  by  mi~l-1995  amendments  granting  full  tax 
deductibility  for  bad-loan  provisions  made  during  1995-97  by.  banks  presenting . 
appropriate restructuring plans. 
2.  'THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
The balance  of payinerits  has  experienced  a .  clear  improvement .·since  the second 
.quarter of 1994. The c~rrent account swling from·a deficit of  US$ 0.6 .billion (SA%. 
of GDP)  i·n  1993  to ·a  surplus  of US$  0.7  billion· (6%  of GDP) in 1994.  The· 
improvement  in  the. current  account  has  been  particularly  marked  vis-a-vis  the 
Czech Rep~blic, with the biiateral.balance·reachinga US$ 0.8 billion surj)lus in 1994. 
-The  capital  account  has  also  .  irnproved.  Aboqt .  US$ · 295.  million  of  official 
macrb~  financial  assistance· (IMF, World· Bank's ·Ecoriomic ·Reco~ery  Loan ~nd  J~pan . 
·.  Exiin Bank) have been disbursed- since  mi.~~  1994. In ·addition, the NBS issued in July 
·  1994 a US$ 250 million bond  in  the Samurai.market. FDI increased from US$ 134 
million in  1993 t6 US$ .184  million-in_ 1994, although .it  remai~s low (1.5% of GDP). 
Finally, the tight management of  inter-bank liquidity by the NBS, in combination with 
the perceived  stability  of the  Slovak crown  (and,  in·  the  first. half 9f .1995, the 
.  ' 
'' • 
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expectation of a revaluation against the Czech crown),  has led. to some short-term 
capital inflows. _ 
These  favourable  trends  in' both  the· current  and  the  capital  account  have  been 
translated into a substantial increase in  reserves.  Official  foreign  exchange reserves 
have risen from US$ 415  million at end-1993 to US$ 2.2 billion in April  1995, or 3 
_months of imports. Fol1o;wing a 10% devaluation in July )993, the exchange rate of 
the crown has been  kept'st~ble against a basket ofWesteril currencies. In July 1994, 
the  number  of currencies  in  the  basket  was  reduced  from  five  to  two  (the 
Deutschmark and the US dollar). 
Despite the clear improvement of. the current account and balance of payments, the 
Slovak authorities intend to maintain until end-1996 the import surcharge introduced 
in  March  1994.  The surcharge,  however,  is  expected to be reduced from  10% to 
7.5%  by  end-1995 .. Foreign  exchange  travel  ·allowances  were_  ·increased  as  of 
1 January  1995.  The  authorities  intend  to  make  the  crown  fully  convertible  for 
current account purposes by  1 January 1996, and also plan to liberalize some capital 
flows.  Following the  official  request by the  Czech  government,  the Czech-Slovak 
clearing system is expected to be.eliminated by October 1995. 
In April  1995, the US  rating agency Standard &  Poor's upgraded Slovakia's rating -
from  BB- to BB+,  and  in  May 1995  Moody's assigned  to Slovakia an  investment· 
,.  ' 
grade rating (Baa3). All this should have a positive impacton the country's access to · 
the international capital markets . 
• 3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
Slovakia  inherited  from  the  Czechoslovak  federation  a  very  low  external  debt. 
Although  debt  and  debt  .. service' ratios  have  deteriorated  .  since  the  country's 
independence, they remain ar relatively low levels.  The foreign debt/GDP ratio has 
increased  from  25.7%  at  end-1992  to ·  31.1%  at  end-1994.  Debt  service.  as  a 
percentage of  exports, for its part, has risen from 3.3% in 1992 to 8.8% in  1994. ";\ 
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··N  .. CENTRAL·ASIAN·ANDTRANSCAUCASIANREPUBLICS 
'  .  .  .  .  ..  '  ' 
1.  GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION· 
.  The situation among the  Transc~ucasian and· Asian Newly Irtdepe~d~mt  Stat~s  {NIS)  · . 
·varies considerably. All  the former ·soviet republics suffered in  1992-1993. from the  · 
. weakening of  socialist structures and·t~e collapse of  inter-republican trade links. fhe 
drop in trade among the NIS (probably 20-30% a year·since 1992) has had serious 
kriock-on effects on output. The dismantling of the rouble .area led to a  payments 
ciisis in  1993 which aggravate_d· the situation a.nd led to considerable inter~enterprises 
arrears. Loose financial  policies in_ [nany NIS compounded the adverse effects of  the 
: external  shocks.· Price. increases  reach~d hyperinflationary ·levels· in  1993. Poiitical 
and  military  conflicts  in  Tajikistan and ,  th~ Transcaucasian  repubJics  dramatically 
. aggravated the si~uatibn in these countries.  .  .  .  ..  . 
' 
. Far-reaching economic .reforin however already begun in several NISin 1993. Some 
·republics like Kyrgyzstan 
1 have already m·ade  considerable progress in  the transition 
to a' market-based system while implementing more strict financial  policies~ 1994 has 
been  a  year  of  acceleration·. of  refqrms  in  Georgia.  and  Armenia.  While  ·a 
hyper-inflationary  situatio'n  had  prevailed  in  most  republics  _in:  1993,  'inflation 
generally decreased in1994. In early'l995  Azerb~ijan and Tajikistan also engaged in 
the way of  economic stabilisation.  Most countri~s however continue to suffer. fro~ 
high ·government. budget deficits.  ·  ·  · 
. I<yrgyzstan  and  Kazakhstan  are  the  most  advanced ·countries  in  the  way  of 
stabilisation and  reforms and  already benefited from  the IMF support (presently in  · 
·the  form  of a  stand-by  arrangement  for  Kazakhstan  and· an  enhanced  structural 
adjustment  facility·  in  the  case  of  Kyrgyzstan);  Turkmenistan  delayed  the· 
implementation of  core structural .reforms but has a stronger eXternal position owing 
to its oil .and gas  e~ports. Tajikistan, wher.e reforms had ·been delayed in the context'. 
of civil war and political instability, initiated in early  1995 stabilisation measiires.and . 
.  ·is  presently pre·paring a  new: package of.reforms.  In 1995,  Uzbekistan launched a 
programme  of reforms  which  benefited  f~oin  IMF. support  und~r the  .•  Systemic 
Transformation Facility (STF).·  ·  · 
.... In the Transcaucasian republic.s, civil  and -regional  conflicts led  to severe drops of.· 
output {about  70%  from  1991  to  1994)  and  delayed  reforms.  Anne~a initiated 
n!forrns  in  early  1994: which already had  a positive effect over the year,  with GDP 
growing in 1994 for the first  time  since  1991.  Georgia engaged in  reforms in late 
1994.  Reforms in. bo.th  countries were supported in ·late  1994 by .the 1MF .  through 
~TF and  discussions  are  presen~ly underway with a  view to  concluding stand-by · 
arrangements.  Azerbaijan. started: implementing. stabilisation . and  reform  measures 
only ·in  early :·1995,  with  I!viF  support  under  the  STF.  The._ country also  recently 
signed  ari  agreement· with .  major· international  oil  companies  which  is  expecte.d  to . 
trigger inflows of  foreign investments. -55- . 
2.  1liE  BALANCE OF PA  YMJ;NTS 
The balance of payments situation of the area is extremely ~eak, with the exception 
of  Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Large trade deficits with Russia and Turkmenistan, 
linked· primarily  to -higher  prices  for  energy  and  raw  materials  make  the  current 
account· position  of the  other  countries  particularly  precarious.  :The ·financial 
credibility of  most countries is further aggravated by lack ofinternational reserVes, so 
that current account deficits tend to degenerate into crisis of payments and the piling 
up of  arrears. 
From a longer-term perspective, the new states_present variable profiles. Some have 
an important hard  currency earning potential  (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,  Azerbaijan) 
and a significant industrial productive capacity. Others are much less devel_oped  and 
strongly rely on external  assistance.  Armenia,  Georgia,  Azerbaijan,  Kyrgyzstan and 
Tajikistan have already been made eligible  to  highly  concessional  lending frorri  the 
Bretton Woods -institutions.  ·  -
3.  FOREIGN DEBT· 
The NIS made il)  1993  substantial progress in clarifying their position regarding the-
former Soviet Union's debt legacy. The April  1993 Paris Club agreement with Russia 
was accompanied by a change in  legal arrangements on debt servici~g within the ex-
USSR in  effect making Russia· the sole  actual  manager of the debt.  The creditors 
acknowledged that the so-called "zero-option" agreements concludt:d by Russia with 
other fanner republics (by ·virtue of  which Russia  take~ over the full  amount of the 
ex-Soviet debt,  in  ~xchange for  the ·full  amount of the  ex~Soviet external  assets) 
discharge therri of  any: servicing of  such debt. 
Only  Kazakhstan and  a few  other NIS  have  attracted new  credits from  the West 
since their independence  ..  The bulk of the NIS external debt is  owed to Russia and 
Turkmen'istan. This debt mainly results from  bal~mces of  the republics' central banks 
with the central bank of Russia and  from  arrears on  energy shipments.  Russia has 
awarded  bilateral  _loans·_ to  several  countries  (Armenia,  Georgia,  Uzbekistan, 
Kyrgyzstan) and already concluded several agreements rescheduling its claims. Trade. 
arrears have however continued to build  up  with the two energy-exporting NIS in 
1994. Turkmenistan agreed  in  early  1995  with Ukraine and  Georgia on substantial 
deferrals of  arrears.  -
The Community has provided significant amounts of  three-year commercial credits to 
all the NIS under the ECU 1250 million loan facility made available in ·1992 for food 
and medical supplies.  As  already noted, some of these countries are presently facing 
difficulties  in  ensuring  a  timely  servicing  of their  debts  towards  the- Community. 
Georgia and Tajikistan are already in arrears on interest payments. Armenia, Georgia 
and Tajikistan, which- in a context of civil· or regional war have suffered the sharpest 
economic decline, have made clear that a lack of  hard  cur~ency reserves cc;mld lead to 
problems in securing forthcoming payments. ,  ...  ; 
~  , .  .,, 
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. 0. UKRAINE .. · 
'  . 
. . 1.  .  .  GE.NERAL ECONOMIC ~iTUA:  TION  •. 
Following an· aGci.Jmulated  output contraction  of38%:fr~m 1990 to  .1993~ and oi · 
another 23% in  1994,  GOP qediile sloyved  down· markedly in the firs(  quarter of 
· 1995 to som~  lOo/o  over the firstq\,lart.er of1994. Industrial production is estimated ..  ·· 
.  to ha~e  increased moderately in  the second quarter. The official·unemploymenpigure 
of0.3% does not at all ·reflect th~ protracted fall  in output. The  International Labour · 
· Organization estimated in autumn 1994 that 12% ofUkraine;s 'wprkers were already 
on long.:tenn unpaid. le'ave,  and estimates of  hi4den unemployment reach as' much as_  · 
'20%.  .  .  .  '  ,•,  '  '  .  ,,  . 
J  ._Following a. stop  ~nd go  pat!ern; the NationarBank of Ukr.aine· (NBU) tightened 
. monetary policy cbnsidenibly  in· autuinri -1_994  as  pan·  o_f  Ukraine'~ coinprehensiv~ 
stabilization and reform programme supported by an IMF Systemic  Transf~rmation  -~-
.·.  Facility  (STF)  since  October  1994  and· .by  an  IMF stapd.:.6y  arr~ngement- since.· 
Apnl1994:. At first,  the relaxatio_ri  of credit .policy in  summer 1994and 'the P.rice 
liberalization·. irr  autumn  contribut_ed  to  a  surge  :or ·inflation.  )3ut  since 
November 1994, inflation-has dedineq steadily from a· monthly :rate of  72% to 4.6% 
in May i  995. If  th'e NBU  ~ere  to, give ih to the mounting pressUres to extend 'credits 
to the agiiculturalsestor for-the harvest, inflation would be likdyto)ncrease.·agaln. 
.  - .  ..  ''• . .  .  ' 
.  Following -a  sharp'·ciecline ofth€d)udget_ deficit in,1993 (10% ofGDP, afh!r29% In 
·.199~) the authorities managed to bring the deficit further down to 8:6% ofGDP in 
1994 and to limit monetary financing of  the gov~mment  to· 5% of GDP in thethurtl"\ 
quarter: The bulk of.  fiscaL adju~tment relied on cuts· in expenditures; in  particular  in~., . 
· subsidies ·to· coal  mine( agriculture  and ·communal- services.  In  April. 199S:;  the 
Parliament adopted the· budget" proposal for 1995 'limiting  tl)e  -e~pected deficit  to . 
· 3.3% OfGDP.,  .  . .  ..  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Since  September'.199~, a  ~u-mber' of important•reforms  .. ryave  bye~ ~ndert(lken; Th~. 
:·-·authorities  advanced  rapidly  towards·· full· price  liberaliza,tion,  including  wjth.th~-
. -eHminatii::m  of controls on·  profit margins,  and  raised  ~dministered  ·:prices  s~t bY: the 
state. The government also took a immber of steps towards reducing th,e  role of the 
I  '  govem~ent.  .In  ea~ly !'995, it  started to impterri,ent the mass  pfivatiz~tiqn programme,, 
formulated in  late  1994.  On_·l  january 1995,  it eliminated  the old. system .. of state· 
'  orders  and state contracts;  other than  to: meet  the government's  needs  which are 
narrowly defu1ed and now have to beprovidedJcir through co;Tipetitive bidding. The ·  . 
.  ·_  change  is. particularly  .important  in  the  area . of agricultural  procure!Tient  The. : _ 
gov~rnment  also undert90k irnportant steps .to' liberalize the foreign. trade regime and'  ·  .. 
the  foreign. exchange  market· including  the  unification  o( the  exchange  rate.  To  . 
sh(!lter  vulnerable  groups. frol'n  the.  impact  of th~  adjustment~  'measures,  minimum  .  ~ 
perisions·and social-benefits wereraised ... '  . 
.  ' 
(  . -57- ' 
2.  Tim  BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Given the heavy dependence of  the Ukrainian economy on energy, the price of  which 
has been adjusted towards world market levels .sinc.e  1992, the balance of payments 
remains very constrained. The current account deficit is e'stimated to.have widened· 
further in  1994 to US$ 1.6 billion (some 6% of GDP).  Against the background of 
capital flight,  low foreign direct investment and the need to 'amortize medium- and· 
· long-term  credits  not , m'atched  by  new  credits,  Ukraine  accumuhted  important 
. extell)al arrears in the first three quarters of 1994 (more than US$ .2 billion).-
To  strengthen  its  balance  of payments .  and  support  its  stabilization  and  reform 
programme, Ukraine received in autumn  1994 the first tranche (US$ 271 million)"of 
. the:STF from  tlie Il'v1F and the first. tranche (US$ 100 million) of  a rehabilitation loan · 
from  the _World  Bank (totalling US$  500  million).  In the course ofl994, official 
foreign exchange reservesincreas.ed from 0.2 to 0.6 months of  imports. 
At the beginning of 1995, the Ukrainian balance of  payments seemed to be improving 
somewhat  with  more  than  expected  foreign  exchaf!ge being accumulated  by  the 
NBU. However, this appears to be largely linked to the payment delays with respect 
to gas supplies.Jrom Russia.  Altogether, the balance of payments situation in  1995 
remains  tight,  leaving  residual  financing·  needs  of some  US$  3.5  billi.on  after 
.  contributiOilS of over US$ 2 billion  by  the international  financial  institutions. After . 
rescheduling of arrears towards Russia  ~nd Turkmenistan a gap of  US$ 900 miilion 
remains to be filled  by  complementary financing  from  the European Union (some 
.. ECU 285 million) and other  bilateral donors. 
3.  ·EXTERNAL DEBT 
In  1994,  Ukraine's 'external debt stock increased  from  US$ 4.1  billi~n in·  1993  to 
US$ 7.1  billion.  In  percet:Jt  of GOP,  this represents an  increase from 12% to 29%.  · · 
The ratio of external debt service to exports of  goods and services rose from 1% to 
12%. In November 1994, Ukraine reached an agreement with Turkmenistan to clear 
arrears  of US$  300  million  on  gas  and  to  reschedule  the  remaining  arrears.  In 
April 1995,  Russia agreed  to reschedule  some  US$  2.5  billion  on Ukrainian  debt, 
including ·those accumulated in  1994 on account of  gas. .. 
tl-F-3 
. _  Last update  . 
22.06.95_. 
Real GOP growth rale (in %} 
·HYc!rocamon production (%change) 
lnflalion rate · 
!"" 
(Declf)ec}-. 
(end or{Jerlod) · 
-s~---
. Country: 
Exch;nge rate (dinars per USO) 
!'Jominal effeclive exchange rate 
Real effective exchange rate 
(change Q41Q4) (: =  depreclaUon) -
.  (change· Q41Q4) (- ,; cfepreciation/ 
)  .  .  ·. 
Generai  govemm~nt  balance (as %of GOP) 
Balance of payments 
Exports of G&s (in bn USO) 
Current account balance (in_% of GOP) 
.  _Net inflow offoreign direct investment (ln-mioUSD)· 
Official FX reseryes (e_nd of  p~rk>d) 
.·in  "bn USD 
in  m~ntl)s or imports of G&S 
External debt 
External debt · 
·(in convertible currencies,)n bn us  b. end. or period)  • 
.  medium an~  lo.ng~term (> 1 year) 
short-terrn (=< 1 year)  _ . 
. Convertible debt service (in  bn USD) 
principal 
inte~est" · 
External debliGDP (%) · 
External debtlexports of  G&S (%) 
Debt  se!Vi~e)(JiOrts of G&S (%)  .·  . 
_"Arrears (on both interest" and piincipal, in mia; Li.SD) 




· Ori traCk/off track 
tndlcators:otmarket's J)ercelved cr~itWo.rthlness 
1  ••  •  - - ' 
Moody's long-ter'm foreign currency rating (end of per.} 
S&P long-:term foreig~ curr.eric:Y rating (eiid o(periOd} 
_Eurom_oney  .  · 
Posnion in ttie ranking (2) 
(number oftountrieS) 
The lnstnu1io_nat Investor 
· Position in the ranking (2) 
(number of countries}· 
. Credit rating (3) 
.. 
1992  1993 
2.2  ..  ~2.0 
2;6  ,.0.6 
. 28.0  16(1 
22.8  24.0 
-1.0  -7  J} 
20.7  12.8 
~1.3  _-8.7 
12:1·  ioJJ 
2.9  1.6 
30.0 ·•  0.0 
"1.5  ..  1.5 
·2.0  1.9 
26.3.  25.4 
25.2  24.6 
1.2' r  0.8 
9.1  9.1 
6.8  7.0 
2.3  2.1 
58.6  53_.4 
215.6·  240.2 
75.0.  82.2 
No  No 
No  No 
No 
Not,rated·  NOt rated 
Not rated  ..  Nol rated 
Mar Sep 
-66  68  79 
(169)"  .  {169}(170} 
M3r Sep  Mar Sep 
'53  57.·.  62  69 
(119}, (126)  . (127} (133) 
33.1  .28.9  28.2  .  .27:1 
(1) Countries are given a ialin.g between A- E and'a sco;e-between 1-100, WithE and  tOO rep!esentingthe highest risk. 
(2) The higher the score iri the ranking, the  lo~r  ;he ;editwor1hiness'~f the cOuntry.  .  .  . 
(3) Co!'nlries are rated  on a ;;caleof zeroto"100;wilh 100 representing. the least chance ofddauu: A given co~~lry 
may.impr<Jve  ~s raling_ ~nd still ran  in l!le ra~king  .if also the  ave~age global rating for all rated coinitri_cs  impr?.ve~. 
1994 
,.0.2 

























(since May 1995) 
No! rated 
Not cited" 
Mar Sep · 




. (135) (135)  .. 
26.3  24.6 
_,.-'. -59-· 
' 
11-F•J  Cou_nlry risk indicators 
'  .  t.ast updat(!:  · 
27106/95  Country:  Belarus 
.1992  1993 
- .. 
Real GOP grov.:th'rate (in%}  ..  -9.6.  -11.6 
Industrial production ( % change}  .-10.0  ~10.0 
Unemployment rate {end of peri(xl) ·  .  0.6  1.5 
Inflation rate  (Dec/Dec).  1560  '1990 
Exchange rate { Rbs per USO)  (average).  ..  226  269 
Nominal effective exchange rate. ·  · (change, Q41Q4)  (- ::: depreciation)  n.a.  n.a. 
~eal effective exchange rate  (change,  Q4/Q4)  (- = depreciation)  n.a.  n.a. 
fG-ral government balance.  {as % of GOP)  -4.5'  -8.3 
Balance of payments. 
Exports (in mio USO)  ..  3580  . 2941 
Current account balance (in "k  of GOP)  0.7  -8.7 
Net i.nflow of foreign direct investment (in mio USO}  na.  18 
Official FX reserves (end of period)  . 
in  mio IJSD  .  8.0  75.0 
in months of imports 
\  na  0.3  .. 
External debt 
'  . 
External debt  338.0  964.0 
(in convertible currencies, in mio USD,  end of  period) 
medium and long-term (>  1 year)  n.a  ..  n.a. 
short-term (=< 1 year)  .  n.a  .  n.a: 
Convertible debt  service (in mio l,JSD)  ·n.a.  . 2.9. 
principal  n.a:  n.a. 
interest  . n.a.  n.a. 
External det.tiGDP (%}'  7.3  25.0 
ExtemaldebUex'ports of G&S {%)  '  .11.1  33.0 
Debt service/exports of G&S (%)  n.a.  0.1 
Arrears (on both .interest and principal, in bn USD}  n.a.  n.a. 





Type/no  - STF 
·(Date/-)  '  . ·• {08.93- 8.94) 
On track/off track  Off track 
{-/Date)  See footnote 
.. (4) 
lndi~tors of marl:et's perceived creditworthiness 
(1) 
(2)  . 
{3). 
{4) 
Moody's long-term foreign currency rating (end of period)  Not rated  Not rated 
S&P long-term foreign currency rating (end of period)  Not rated  .,Not rated 
EIU country risR: service (1) 
Score (end of penod)  Not rated  Not rated 
Rating (end of  period) .  Not rated  Not rated 
Euromoney  Mar Sep 
Position in the ranking (2}  '  132  148  139 
(number of countries)  ..  (169)  (169} (110) 
The Institutional Investor  Mar Sep  Mar Sep 
Position in the ranking (2)  - 100 
(humber of countries) 
I  - (126)  .  (127) (133) 
Credit rating (3) 
' 
.  Countries are given a rating ~tween  A- E  and a score between 1- 100, with E and 100 representing  . 
.  the highest risk.  . 
. The higher the score in the ranking, the lower the creditworthiness of the .country.  . 
Countries are rated on a scale of zero to.100, with 100  representing the least chance of default. A given country 
may improve· its rating and still fall in the raf)king if also the average global·rating for all raled countries improves. 
IMF 1993 STF programme wept.off track in ear1y 1994  .. However, IMF staff considered favourably the government 
programme adopted in Autumn 1994, wtlich it supported with the second STF tranche by end·Janua1y 1995 and 
i~1cnds to fUithcr suppmt with a stand-by arrangement later in 1995.  ·  . 




























. with Russia· 








. Not rated 
Not rated 
Not rated 
. Mar Sep. 
145. 138  - (167) (167) 
. Mar Sep 
'  109  109 
(135) (135) 
15.5  15.7 ., 
•  Last_ update: 
.30-Jun-95 
Real GOP growth rate {in %) 
Industrial production (%change) 
Unemployment rate (end Of period) 
·-Go:.-
Country...-isk indicators 
Country:  Bulgaria 
Inflation rate  .  ·  ·. · 
Exchange tate (leva per USD) 
Nominal effective exchange rate 
~eat  effective exchange rate 
(end of  period) 
(end of  period) 
.  . 
(change, Q4/Q4)  (~ = depreciation) · 
(change,  Q~4)  (- =  depreciation) 
General. government balance (as % of  GOP) 
\,,· 
· Balance of payments 
··.ExpOrts of G&S (in bn USD) 
Currentaccount baiance (in% or GOP}  -
Net inflow of foreign direct ·investment-(in inio·USO) 
Official.reserves, including gold (end of period} 
in  bn USD  .  . 























































1---------·------_-·---··  -·-------~-·:--:-- ___  __:_-'-...J....,~--...;--__;1--'----,--~ 
External debt  · 
External debt .. 
(in convertible currencies, in bn USD, end of  period) 
medium and long-term (> i year) 
·  short-term(=< 1 year} 
Convertible debt serv_ice (in bn USO) 
principal  -
·interest 
External debt/GOP (%) 
Extemal  .. debtlexports of G&S (%) 
Debt service/exports of G&S (%) 
Arrears (on both interest and principal, in bn USD) 




On track/off track · . 
.  (-/Date) 
Indicators of  mar1<et's perceived creditworthiness 
Moody's lOng-term f9feign cuireocy rating (eOd of ,enod) . 
S&P long-tenn foreign currency rating (end of period) 
-EIU country fisk service (1) 
Score (end oi period} · 
. Rating (end or period) 
Euromoney  _ ·  . 
Pcisilion in th€. ranking (2) 
(number of  countri~)  · 
The ln'stitutional investor  .. 
Position in the ranking (2) 
(number of  countries) 
Credit rating, (3) 
12.8 
n.a.  n.a. 
n.a.  _n.a.  · 
2.0  1.7 
1.4  1.1 
0.6  0.6 
.144.0  .  '124.0 
248~0  . 249.0 
.. 39.0  32.0 
..  6.1  n.a. 
Paris. Club  london Club 
(resched.)  (rol~ers,  and 
london Cl..  DDSR agreed 












81  86 
(119) (126) 








(169}  '(170). 
Mar Sep . 
.  91  ·as 
. (127} (i  33) 
18.9  .19.5' 
























(167) (167) . 
Mar Sep 
91  95. 
(1.35) (t35). 
19.8  ..  20.8. 
the highest risk.  .  .. ·  ·  .  .  · . .  ,  .  · 
.(2)  Ttie higher the .scoreinJhe rariking, the lower tlle'creditwodi-lin(.-ss of·llle.rounl~.  . 
. ··-- (3) ,  Countries are taled on a SCJie of zer? to 100.with fOO  '~l·liesenting  .the least chance of default. ''_given country 




Real GOP growth rate (in%) 
Industrial production ( % change) 
- G A--
Country-risk indicators 
Country:  czech Republic 
Unemployment (%of labour force) (end of  period) 
lnOation rate  . 
EXchange rate (CK's per USD) 
Nominal effective exchange rate 
Real effective exchange rate 
(Dec/Dec)  · 
·(end  of  period) 
(change, Q4/Q4)  (- = depreciation) 
(change, Q4/Q4)  (-=depreciation) 
General government balance (as% of GOP) 
Balance of payments 
Exports of G&S (in mio USD} 
Current account balance (in %of GOP} 
Net inflov.t of foreign direct investment (in mio USD) 
Official FX reserves (end of period) 
in  bnUSD 
















External debt (end of period) 
External debt 
(in convertible currencies. in bn USD,  end of  period) 
medium and long-term (>  1 year) 
short-term(=< 1 year)· 
Convertible debl service (in bn USD) 
principal  · 
interest 
External debVGDP (%) 
External debtfexports of G&S (%)_ 
Debt servicefexports of G&S (%)  · · 
An:ears (on both interest and principal, in mio USO) 
Debt relief agreements and rescheduling 
· IMF arrangements 
Type/no 
(Date/-) 
On track/off track 
(--/Date) 
Indicators of  market's perceived creditworthiness 
Moody's long-term foreign currericy rating (end of  period) (1) 
S&P long-term foreign currency rating (end of  period) 
EIU counlty risk service (2) 
Score (end of period)  . 
Rating (end of period) 
Euromoney 
Position in the ranking (3) 
(number of  countries) 
The tnstitu1ionallnvestor (1) 
Position in the ranking (3) 
(number of countries) 
Credit rating (4) 
·. 

























37  39 
(119) (125) 
47.1·  46.1 
(2)  Countries are given a rating between A- E and a score be!Ween 1 - 100, withE and 100 repres-enting 
the highest risk.  .  '  ·  · 

































Mar  Sep 
48  43· 
(169) (170) 
Mar  Sep 
42'  40 
(127) (133) 
44.6 46.6 
(~)  Counhles are rated on a scale of zero to 100. with 100 representing the least chance of default. A given cour1try 






























All debts to IMF 
paid ahead of 






40  39 
(167) (167) 
( 
Mar  Sep 
40.39 
(135) ·(135) 





Country:  Estonia 
---------------------~---~---~---------------------r--7199~-v2o-~--~~~.-~~~~~ 
Rea! GOP groWth rate (in %) 
lhdustrial production.(% change) 
Unemployment rate (end of  period)_ 
Inflation rate 
. Exchange rate (Krons per USO) 
Nominal effective  _exchange rate 
Real effecti\te exchange rate _ 
(end of  period) · 
,  (end of  period)  ~  _ 
(change, Q4/Q4)  (- =  depreciation) 
(change, Q4/Q4) •(- =de_preciation)· 








0.8  .  1.4  0.9  ..  financial balance (1) 
Fiscal balance (1) 
Balance of payments  -I  <)3  , __  ~,~-~~~~ 
Exports or goods (in  mio USD) ·  I  446.0  ..  801.0  .j  Sa 1.0 
Current account balance {in% of GOP) (excl. offiCial transfers)."  ..(J_7.  . -5.7  1  -9.0 
_ Net inflow of foreign· direct investment (in mio USO)  __  I  57.9. ·  160.0  i  253.0-
0fficial FX reserves· (end of period)  ·  '  ·  J  •  :, 
·  in  mio USO  · J·  195.2  '  388  447 
--'--in_m_o_n_th_s_o_f_g_oo-'-~-s-im_·_po  __  rt_s  ______  --,---"-----------c---~--+--_:~
5 -·  _ .. - __ -.- __ 
4:~---l--
2~~ 
Exte~::':~:ebt  ·. •  .. - ..  27  . 135.5  ,.  228.1 
. (in convertible currencies, in rnio USD, end of  period) 
medium arid. long-term {> 1 year) 
short-term (=_<  1 year) 
Convertible debt serviee (in mio USO) 
principal  · 
·interest 
External debt/GOP(%) 
External debt/exports of G&S (%) · -
Debt Seivice/experts of G&S (%) 
· Arrears (on both interest and principal, in mio USO) 




On track/off tract< 
(-/Date) 
Indicators of mari<et's perceived_  creditworthiQess 
Moody's long-term foreign currency rating (end of  period) 
S&P long-term foreign currency rating (end of period) 
EIU country risk service (2) 
Score (end of period) 
Rating (end-of period)·· 
_Euromoney 
Position in the rani<ing (3) 
(number of  'Countries)  , 
The lnstih.itional Investor 
·Position in the ranking {3) 
(number of countries)  .. 


























Mar  Sep 
68  74 
'(119) (126> 
25.7  22.1 
' 
n.a. 
n,a.  / 
13.5 
n.a. 
n.a  .. 
8.6 













126_  122 
-(169) (170) 
Mar Sep · 
81  84 
(127)(133) . 
21.4  20.9 
(1)  Financial balance does no1take into.accounl gove~nmen\ net lending, whereas fiscal balance does. 
(2) C6untries are given a  rating betweeC~ A- E and a score between-1 -100, withE and 100 representing 
the higl1est risk  ·  ·  ·  - .  . 
<3J  The i,ighcr the scxire.in the r<~nki,ng  .. tt>e .iower t!>e credit\':9-rthiness of th~ country  . 
(4)  Countries are rated on a  SC:~Ic of .zero to 100. with 100 reJ~resenling u;e teasi chance of default  .. /\ given country. 



















0 (Aug)  .. 
Mar  Sep 
-105  .. 102 
(167) (167) 
·Mar Sep 
88  86. 
(135) (135) 





Country:  Hungary 
-------------------------------------~r~~.-·T<N~r-ffiru-4 
Real GOP growth rate (in %) 
. tndustriill production ( % change)  . 
~nemployment (%of  labour force) {end of period) 
Inflation rate 
Exchange rate (forints per USD) 
Nominal effective exchange rate 
Real effective exchange rate 
(Dec/Dec) 
(end of  period) 
(change, Q4/Q4)  (- =  depreciation) 
(change, 04104)  (- = depreciauon) 
Consolidated state budget balance (as% of  GOP) (GFS definition) 
Balance of payments 
Exports of GtS {in. mio USD) 
Current account balance (in % of GOP} 
Net inflow of foreign direct investment (in mio USD) 
Official reserves (end of period) 
in  bn USD 
in monlhs of imports of mercflandises 
·-12300  10371 
0.9  -9.6 
1471  2328 
4.5  6.7 




(in convertible currencies, in 6n usp, end of  period) 
medium and long-tenn (> i  year) 
short-term (=< 1 year) 
Convertible debt service (in bn USD) 
principal ( 1)  · 
interest 
External debUGDP {%) 
External debUExports of G+S (%) 
Debt service/Exports of G+S (%) 
ArrearS (on both interest and principal, in mio USO) 




On track/off track 
(-/Date) 
Indicators of  mal1<et's perceivtxl treditworthiness 
Moody's long-tenn foreign currency rating (end of period) 
S&P long-term foreign currer~ey rating (end of period) 
ElU country risk service (2) 
Score (end of petiod) 
Rating (end of period) 
Euromoney  · 
Positionjn the ranking (3) 
(number of countries) 
The lnslitu!ionallnvestor 
Position in the ranking (3) 
(number of countries)  , 
Credit rating (4) 
... 
21.5  24.6 
19.2  22.6 
2.3  2.0 
4.7  4.9 
3.1  3.3 
1.6  1.6 
·ss.7  68.0 
174.8  237.2 
35~0  47.4 
No  No 
No  No 
.... 
EFF  SBA 
(2191-2194)  9/93-12/94) 
Off  track  Ontra~-
summer  -
Ba1  ·Ba1 
88+'  BB+ 
40  50 
B  C. 
Mar Sep 
·.  46  . 47  46 
(169)  (169)(1!0) 
Mar  Sep  Mar Sep 
42  43  43  43-
(119) (126)  (127) (133) 
41.7  42.3  44.3  44.8 
(1)  Including early repayments.  . 
(2)  Countries arc givo2n a rating be~.·-~n A • .f and a score betwe.:n 1 ..  100, withE and 100 representing 
the highest risk. 
(3)  The higher the S<Xlre in the ranking. the rov..er the creditwor1hiness of the country. 
·.  (4)  Countries are rated on a scale of zero to 100. with 100 representing the l<:ast chance of default. A, given country· 
























50  (Aug} 







46.1  46.2 ··.· 
•.  11-F-:l  ,c~unt~y 'rsk indic-ator~ 
la$i upd.afe: 
21.06.95 
'  .  .  ~  .  . 
Real <;;OP grOwth rate (in %)  ._  . 
·.  ·  Coun_try:_ 
lndustriai!X'odUction (%change) (at c:onStairt'Hi90 ~) 
~nemp4avmern  rate (a-.erasel·  ·  '  · 
COnsumer Price Index  (~)_.· 
. • (end of  periOd)  Exchange rate (sheqalim per USD) 
Nominal-e!fect~  exchange rate · . 
Real effective exchange rate 
- (change. Q4t04) (-=  deprec.) 
(change, Q4t04) (-=  deprec.) 
~ai  gov~r;,ment  overall d<!!lc}t (as % or GOP] 
Balanc" of payments 
Exports (in bn USO) 
· Current acoount balance ·(in % ol GOP) 
Net illOow ol  foreign direct iiwestment (iri mio USO) 
_  . ;'  Gross o1'1icial FX  re~erves  (e~d of period) (in mon)hs of total imROrts} 
in  billions uss 
in months of imports of <i_&s 
Exte'rnal debt 
External debt (gross exter(1al liabilities). 
· (in tln USO. end  -of perkxJj  · · 
medium and iong-term (>  1 year) 
short-term (=< 1 year)· 
·Debt ~!Vice (in bn usor 
piincipal · . 
'intecest (gross) 
External dimt~GOP  (%) 
Exlemal debVe><poris (%} 
.  Debt ~e~expoits  of goods and 5eivices (0k) . · 
. Arrea!S (9" both interest and pcincipai, in mio USO) 




en track/on- track 
("-/Date) 
- .  . 
Indicators of  ma!"<et's perceiv..d cre<li~orth!ness 
MOodys iong-teim forei~n cim-ency rating (end of· period) 
S&P ~enn  foreign curr~  ratirig (end d period)  ·: 
. Euromoney 
Position in-the ranking (2) 
<riUmt>er of. countnes) .· 
The lns1tti.rtionaflnveslor 
Pos~iorl in the ranking (2) 
(number of.cauntries) 


































·  Mar Sep  · 
_'  5o  52 
(119) (126) 
37.1  35.1 
·'·.' 
- ('~}Countries aie giVen a rating t;><itween A- E•anda S:Core be.;.,.,.,n1 -·100  . .:.mh'E and 100 representing.the iiig.hest risk 
(2) The l)ighe< the score in the ranking, the lower the e<editworthi~ess .;r the  C:Ou~try.  ·  .  . 
(3) Countries are rated on a scale o1 zero to-100. wi1.h  100 r:ef.resen1ing ihe1e2st chance ·or defaun. A given ci,.,_ntry' 
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. (169) (170)' 
:  Mar Sep 
.  46  46 
(127) (133) 





..  6.5 
<11.7 
7.8. 


























30  00 
.  . (167) (000) 
". ·..car  Sep  · 
46 .  43 
(135Jp35)· 






Real GOP gr~h  rate (in %) 
IndUstrial production ( % change) 
Uriemp!~  (end of period) 
Inflation rate 
Exchange rate (Lats per USD) 
Nominal effective exchange rate 
Real effective exchange rate 
I  - .  .  • 
Country:  Latvia  · 
(end of  period) 
(change, Q4/Q4)  (- = depredation) 
(change, Q4fQ4)  (-=  depreciation) 
General government balance'(as% of GDPt 
Financial balance (1 ) 




















aalance of pay~ents 
·  Exports  (in mio USD) 
Current account balance, excl:official iransfers (in% or GOP}· 
Net innow of foreign direct irwestment (in mio USD) 
Official FX reseTVes (end of pe;riod) 
in  mio US  D. 
in months of imports of G&S 
External debt 
External debt 
(in convertible currencies, in mio USD,  end of  period) 
medium and long-tetm·(> 1 year) 
short-term(=< 1 year)  . 
Convertible debt service ·(in mio USD). 
..  principal 
interest 
External debVGDP (%) 
· External debt/merchandiSe exports (%} 
Debt ser;vice/merchandise exports (%)' 
Arrears (on both interest and principal,' in mio USD) 




On track/off track 
(-/D~e) 
l!ldicators of  market's perceived creditworthiness 
Moody's long-term foreign currency rating (end of period} 
S&P long-term foreign currency rating (end of  period) 
EIU country risk service (2) 
Score (end of period) 
~ating (end of peri.od) 
Euromoney 
· Position in the ranking (3) 
(number oF countries) 
The lnsti!utional Investor 
· Pos~ion in the rankiryg (3) 
(number of couniries) 





























. (119} (126) 








Mar  Sep 
133  132 
(169) {170)' 
Mar  Sep 
89  87 
(127)(133) 
19.5  20.0 
(1)  Financial balance does not take into account government net l€nding, v.tlereas fiscal balance does. 
(2)  Countries are g,!ven a rating betw.:-en A- E and a score between 1 - 100, withE and 100 representing 
the highest risl<.  · 
(3)  The highef 111e SCO!C in llle f<}l;~in~. !11e lower the Cn:.><JI:·,.,OI1lliflCSS of the COUillly .. 
(4)  Countries a1e rak'\.J on a s.c;Jk' ol .'.::10 to 100. w1lh  100 1ep1<!S<:'Illing the least chance of ddault. A  given counlly 













· Not rated 
Not rated 
75(Aug) 
0  (Aug) 
Mar,Sep 
104  125 
(167) (167). 
Mar  Sep 
94  92 
(135) (135} 
19.6  21.3 
' ··'. 
U.f'-3  Country~isk indicators  .  Last update:  ·-
30-Jun-85  Country:  Lithuania 
.  ' 
--
1992  1993 
--
_Real GOP growth-rate (in%}  ·-3p  '..16.2 
' 
-- Industrial prodli¢ion ( % change)  -51.6  . -47.0  . -
Unemployriient rate (end of period). 
) 
1.3  1.6 
..- -
Inflation rate  (end ofperiod}  1161.1  188.6 
·Exchange rate (Litas per USO)  (end of period; tor 1994, fixed as of 1.4,94)  1.8'  3.9 
Nominal effective exchange rate  (change, Q4/Q4)  (- = depreciation)  n.a.  n.a.  ·-
'· 
~eat effective exchange rate  (change, Q4/Q4)  (-· = depreciation)  n.a.  n.a  .. 
'· 
General government balance (as% of  GOP) 
•. 
Financial balance (1)  0.6  0.9 
. Fiscal ,balance (1 )  0.7  -4.·.6 ·' 
:  -··  ·- -·....,-·-----------·-- ' 
Balance of  payments 
Exports (in mio USD)  ~  ;  '1145  1.877 
Current account balance (in %of GOP)  I  3.4.  ,.  -{).2 
Net inflow offoreign direct investmenl{in m;o USD) _  I  23  10  _, 
OffiCial FX reserves (end of period) 
!- i  in  mio USD  106  410 
in months-of imports of G&S 
j 
2.6  -I  2.4 
•'  I  .. 
-




External debt  98.8  345.3 
(in convertible currencies, in mio USD, end o(  period).  ' 
medium and long-term (> 1 year)  '  -- n.a.  n.a.· 
short-term (=< 1 year)  n.a.  n.a. 
Convertibledebt service (in mlo USD)  2.0  '  15.0 
·principal  n.a. ·  n.a. 
·interest  n.a.- n.a. 
Extemal.debV(3DP (%)  ..  5.4  11.2 
External debVexp6rts of G&S (%)  i.e  16  .. 3 
Debt servic:efexports of G&S (%} .. 
.,  0.2  0  .. 7 
Arrears (oo both interest and principal, in mio USD) 
., 
No  •'  No 




·Type/no  SBA  SBNSTF 
(0~~/-}  - (1 0192-9/93)  (1 0193-3194} 
On tr.ickloff track  . On track  On track 
(-/Date) 
,  ..  - ... 
'.  -
Indicators of  lriar1<et's perceive<! creditworthiness 
~y's  long-tenn foreign clirrency rating (efld of period)  Not rated- Not rat~ 
S&P long~erm  foreign currency rating (end of~  ·  Not rated  Not rated 
E!U country risk service (2) 
'  Score (end of pefiod)  '  80  75 
Rating {end .of period)  E  D 
Euromoney  ..  Sep  !  Mar Sep. 
Position in the ranking (3)  118  134  130 
(number of countries)  . . (169)  (169) (170) 
The Institutional Investor  - '  ·Mar .S€p  Mar Sep  --
. Position in the ranking (3)  73  80  91  93' 
(number of  countri~)  '  .  ('i'19) (126)  (127) (133) 
. Credit rating (4)  -- 23.7  20.7  18.9  19.0 
' 
{1)  Fi':'lancial balance d6es not take-into ao:ourit government net [ending, "1\ereas fiscal balance does. 
{2)  Countries are given a raling between A~  E and a _score  betvJc.,:n  1 - 10J, withE ;md 100 representing 
. the highest risk'.  ·  ·  ·  -
(3)  The higher I he ~-core in \he r;:onhing, t!l" lower the Ch  ..  >dilwoithinc~.:; of the count•y.·  . 
· (-':.)  CvlH~~~re~. ;Ht..;  '~~k~ <Jn  ~~  ~·.c:J/i~ of. :~t:IO I?· 1  ~·  \·.-::h  1_0q  c(!r}H::~(·nling l~k'  1·-:~:::,;  ch;~r.1C..t~ fJ:"d;:f:Juf_l.  /, givt.·n-counl1 y 
lll;~·,·lllli.'it:\.·,·· ,::.  f.1:111:~  ~~~~d :.1111  f;lll111  :h_\~  f:!~::...,:~J  i~  ,:!:"..()  :IH;  ;~·.·••f:!:l'!. ~;h1:l:!l1:::in~l  f,·-,,_;~1!  f,!!1:•!  <·JJIJil~li··::  illlfH•)V~"':·.  · 
'I  ., 
- 1994 
·1.5 






.  ' 
-3.0 



















stF (1 0193-3194) 
EFF (10194,11/95) 




. 75 (Aug)_  : 
..  D (Aug) 
Mar Sep 
110  1'21 
'  . 
'(167) (167) •' 
. Mar Sep. 
97  96 
(1~)  (135) 
18.4  20.0 -Gt-
11-F-3  Coun~ry-risk indicators 
Last update:  ' 
29-Jun-95  Country:  Moldova 
1992  1993 
Real G_DP growth rate (in %)  -29.1  . -8.7· 
Industrial production ( %change)  -27.10  -7.20 
Unemployment (% of labour force) (end of period)  n.a.  n.a, 
Inflation rate  (end of  period)  2198.0  837 
Exchange rate (leu per USO)  (end of  period)  0.19  3.64 
Nominal effective exchange rate·  (change. Q4104)  (- = depreciation)  n.a.  n.a. 
Real effective exchange rate  (change. 04104)  (-=depreciation)  n.a.  n.a. 
I 
General government balance (as% of  GOP)  "23.4  -6.8 
-
Balance of payments 
Merchandise exports (in mio USO)  ·n.a.  451 
Current account balanCe (in % of GOP)  -3.4  -9.3 
Net inflow of foreign direct investment (in mio USO)  n.a.  14.0 
Official FX reserves (end of period) 
in  mio USD  2.5  76.6· 





· External debt  n.a.  168.0 
(in convertible currencies, in mio USD,  end of  period)  .. 
medium and long-term (>  1 year)  n.a.  n.a  . 
. short-term{=< 1 year)  n.a.  n.a. 
ConvertiblE! debt service (in mio USD)  n.a.  5.0 
principal  n.a.  n.a. 
interest·  n.a  ..  n.a. 
External debt/GOP(%)  n.a.  23.0 
External debt/ merchandise exports (%)  n.a.  37.3 
Debt servioel merchandise exports (%)  n.a.  1.1 
Arrears (on both·interest and principal, in mio USO)  n.a.  No 
Debt relief agreements and rescheduling  n.a  ..  No 
-
IMF arran'gements 
Type/no  .  SBA 
(Date/-)  (3193-3194) 
On track/off track  On-track 
(-/Date)  -
Indicators of  market's perceived creditworthiness 
' 
Moody's long-term foreign OJrrency rating (end of period)  . Not rated  Not rated 
S&P long-term foreign currency rating (end of period)  Not rated  Not rated 
EIU country risk servioe (1) 
Score (erid of period)  - Not rated  Not rated 
Rating (end of period) 
Euromoney  Sep  Mar  Sep 
Position in the ranking (2)  - 156  159  160 
(number of countries)  (169)  (169) (170) 
The Institutional InveStor 
Position in the ranking (2)  Not rated  Not rated 
(number of countries)  . 
Credit rating (3) 
..  '  .  ' 
(1)  Countries 2re given a rating between A- E ~nd  a score between 1 - 100, withE and 100 representing 
the highest risk. 




































.. Not rated 
Mar  Sep 
148  155 
(167) (167) 
Not rated 
(:l)  Counhies arc rated on a ,;cale of ;.era to 100. with 100 rcprc:;enling the le.ast chance of dcbult. A given country 
cn:~y nnprove it~ rahng rlnd  ~11li f:1ll  in 1he r3nktn~ rf  :~1~·.0 the' :\v<:!f :1~~c !:J10b:11  t"':3tin!J  for :111  1:11cd coun11 i~~ itnprovt,:.; u"F~J 
Last  upd:~tc: 
26-Jun-95 
Real GOP growth tate (in%) 
Industrial production ( % change) 
Unemployment rate (end of period) 
.  Inflation rate. 
Country-i"isk indicator~. 
Country:  Romania 
(Dec/Dec) 
·Exchange rate ( lei per USD) 
Nominal effectiv~·exchange rate 
Real effective exchange rate 
(end of  period)  ·. 
(clu~nge,"04104) (-=depreciation) 
(change, 04104)  (~ = depre_ciation) 
General government balahce (as % of  GOP). · 
Balance of payments  .. 
f 
Exports of G&S (in mio USD} 
Current account balance (in %of  .GOP)  .. 
Net  inflow of foreign direct investr:nent (in ·mlo USD) 
Offteial FX.reserves (end of period).  · 
in  mio USD 

















.  . 
- ··1~3 
1.3 







·  . 





















1  .. 




. (in convertible cwrenCies, in bn USD.  end of  period) 
medium and long-term (> 1 yearr  .  . 
short-term (=< 1 year)  - . · 
Corwertible debt service (in mio USD) 
principal  ·•  . 
interesf. 
External debt/GOP.(%) 
Extemaldebt/exp6rts of G&S (%) 
Debt service/exports of G&S (%) 
Arrears (Olj bo.th interest and principal, in mio USD) 




·On track!  off track 
'<-/Date) 
,·. 
Indicators of  ,market's perC:eived creditworthiness 
.l<tlOody's long-term foreign curreney rating (end of periOd) 
. S&P ~term  forelg'n cum~ncy  rating (€{1<!  of period)"-· 
EIU coUntry risk sef\~ce (1)  ·  ·  , 
Score (end of period)  -
··  Rating (end of period) 
.  Euromoney  . 
Position in' the ranking (2) 
(number of countries) 
The Institutional Investor· 
·PositiOn in the ranking {2} 
(number ofcountries)  · 






3.5'  4.7 
.. 
2:4  3.3 
1.1  1.4 
/• 
176  312 
.85.  147 
91  -165 
18.1  21.4 
~.1  129.6 
4.1  '6.4 
No  No 
No  No 
SBA  No 
, 
(5192-3193)  -
Off track  -
'  Dec92  -
Not rated  Not rated 
Not rated  Not rated 
..  .. 
60  65  - 0  .  '  0 
Mar  Sep 
72  66  75 
.·.  (169),  (169}, ( 170} 
Mar  Sep  Mar  Sep 
69  68  73  75 
(119) (126}  (127) (133) 
25.6  24.8  24.2  24.4 
( 1)  Countries are :given a rating between A -· E  a~d·  a score between 1 -)  00, v.ith ·E and. 100 representing. 
:he hiohcst risk.'  ·  ·  ·  .  .  . .  ·· 
I 
. {2)  Ttv:i higher the score 1n  the r:mking. the IO'.'.'Cr  the crcd,(wortliiness of the cou:1lry.  ,  _ 
(3).  CoUntl1cs  :31(~  r:~:t.,_d_o:1J3!  ~..,(_:31c'of .7.Cf<) 10 100.'·\·.·fil).100."r(.•p(csent;ng 1ltc!  1~.!3"Sl  ch::~nc.c  .. o!  c.icf~:u!t_-,'\.~~iv\.~11 (:ounlry 
'lll;:y ~:nrno;.·v _•:·.  1:_;:n1~1  :j:v~_:·.:~tfi~L-~11  i:l tht•  r:1_n~;:lq  ~!  :_11·.--.o-11h~.-~1VQr:1'q{:.  ~J~<~h:~~  ~:it1l'1~]1or  all i:1t·:··d  C(_;u-ll11i~~~;  ~ll1J'I0Vi..":~. 
·------


















0  (Aug} 
.  (\~ar  Sep 
74  77 
(167) (167) 
Mar  Sep 
76  74. 
(13sf  (1:35) 




Gounhy ri-st indicdtors 
Real GOP growth rate (in %) 
Industrial production ( % c:h3nge) 




Exchange rate ( Rbs per USD) 
Nominal exchange rate 
Real exchange rate (5) 
.  (end of  period) 
(change, O<.KU)  (-=_depreciation)' 
(change, Dec./Dec.)  (· = depreciation) 
Genenl government balance (as % or GOP) 
Balance  ·or payments (6) 
Exporls of G&S (in bn USO} 
Current account balance (in % of GOP) 
Net inflow of foreign direc1 investment (in bn USO) 
Official FX reserves (end of period) (e•cluding gold} (net figures) 
in  mio USO 
in months of imports or G&S 
External debt (7) 
Exlen1al deb1  (in converlible currencies. in bn  USD.  e~d  of perkxi) 
meoium and long-term (> 1 year) 
shorl-tenn (=< 1 year) 
Convertible debt service (in bn USO) (before rescheduling) 
principal 
interest 
External debt/GOP ('l'o) 
External <rebVexports of G&S (%) 
Deb1 service/exports of G&S (%) (before rescheduling) 
Arrears (on both interest and principal. in bn USO) 
Debt relief agreemeots and rescheduling 





Indicators of mari<et's perceived creditworthi~ess 
Moody's long-tenn foreign currency rating (end ot period) 
S&P long-tenn forejgn currency rating (end of period) 
E!U country risl< sefVice (1) 
$co(e (end ot period) 
Ratiilg (end of period) 
Euromoney 
Pos~ion in the ranking (2) 
(number of countries) 
Tile Institutional lnves1or 
Posrtion in the ranking (2) 
(numbel: of countries) 










































(1)  Countries are giv-en a rating between A. E al\d a score betv.-een  1 - tOO.  withE and  WO representing the highest risk 
(21  The  higher the score in the ranking. the to-.-"" the creditworthiness of the ccuntry. 
(3)  Countries are rated on a scale of zero to 100: with 100 representing the least chance or defa-un. A giv-en counliy 
m,ay improve i::s  r2ting end st1U fall in the ranl\i!'l;i r. a:so the 2ver<3gc g1obzl r2ting fof all JGted countries improves. 
(~)  .Second tranche (1.5 bn USS) disbursed in April94. 
(5) .  Real exc!lange r.atc: (USO/rouhle rnle x US price level) I (Russian rrice level) 
(G)  1~~ ~t.r:luCnlp-f.'S\J lt.-:os:~c:ion~. 1993-1!'?(  includmg FSU h.1ns~K1iar.s 
{7)  i~~·:13  ~~nrj  1~-r.~c d:,1;!  :-tr·~ nn1  cnmp;!t.~!~l.~ w:::1  1~7  d.:.!ta  i~:~~  <1.~~;1 110 iHJ:  utCfll<1{!  dc:oht~. Co  fotmc:r  ::O<:i.1h:~l  <:ounlr~t.•·~ 
1993  199~ 
-
-12.0  -15.3 
-16.4  -21.0 
5.1  7.1 
.. 840  203  •. 
1247  3571 
-62.5  ri.a. 
-66.9  -2.2 
-7.7  -11.5 
58  66 
1 G  -04 
0.7  -0.2 
6.4  2.3 
1.3  0.4 
104 a·  119.0 
n.a.  n.a. 
n.a.  ··n.a. 
19.4  19.9 
_14.7- 14.2 
4.7.  5.7 
31.0  40.0 
178.0  180."0 
34.0  31:0 
11.0  n.a. 
· ParisOub  Paris avo 
(resched.)  (resctled.) 
(roll-overs)  (roll-overs) 
STF  STF (4) 
(07.93- 07.94)  (07 .93 - 07 .94) 
Off track  qa-tiack 
Not rated  Not rated 
Not rated  Not rated 
95  90 (Aug) 
E  E(Aug) 
Mar  Sep  Mar Sep 
141  137  138  136· 
(169) (170)  (167) (167) 
Mar  Sep  Mar  Sep 
87  92  98  100 
(127) (133)  (135)  (135) 
20.2  19.0  18.1  18.4 .- ..  11-F-3 
last update: 
30..Jun::95 
.Real GOP, growth rate (in%)  . 
1o-
Counlr'y~isk indicators . 
Country:  Slovak Republic 
-Industrial productiOn (%change)  ·  ··  · 
Unemptoynleot  ('l.l> of  labOur force) (end of period) 
Inflation rate  .. 
Exchange rate ($K's per USO) 
Nominal effective exchange rate 
Real effective exchange rate 
(Dec/Dec) 
(end of  period) 
·  (change, Q41Q4}  (-·= depreciation) 




-7.0  - -4.1  4.8 
-12:8  .<~:6'  7.0 
1.0:4  14.4  14.6 
9_1  25.1  11.7 
28.9  33.2  31.3 
•' 
-n.a.  n.a  ..  n.a. 
0.5  -1.8- ..  2.4 
-·---~------------ ____  _:_ __  --:---'-------:-----+-----t--.,..--~-1--
General government balance (as-% of GOP) 
Bala_nce of payments 
Exports of G&S (in mio USO)  . 
Current account balance (in % of GOP) 
Net inflow of foreign direct investment (in mio lJSO) · 
Official FX reserves (end of period): ·  · · 
in  mio·USO 
in·months of imports of G&S 
Exter'nal debt 
External debt 
(in  convertible currencies. ·in on USO,  end of pen'od) 
medium and long-term (> 1 year)  _  · 
short-term(=< 1 year) ·  .  . 
Convertib!e.·debt service (in mio USD) 
,principal  ·  · 
interest 
· External debUGOP (%)  . 
. Extemal9ebVexports of G&s (%) 
Debt service/exports of G&S (%} 
. Arrears (on both interest an{j principa!,'in mio USD) 




On track/off track 
(-/Date) 
Indicators ot  market;s  perceived._cre<1itworthiness · 
Moody's long-term foreign currency rating {end of period) (1) 
S&P long-tenn foreign currencyrating (end of period) 
El  U country risk 5ervice (2}  · · 
·  Score (end of  period) 
Rating (end of period)· 
Euromoney  . · 
Position in the ranking (3) 
...  (number of  countries) 
The h1stitutional Investor. (1) 
Position in the ranking (3) 
· (number of countries) 
Credit rating (4)  · 




































~37  39 
(119) (125) 
47.1  46.1 
(2)  Countries are given a rating betwe;:on A- E and· a score between 1 ..  100, withE and 100 representing 































No  ·No 





. ( -7/'Q4). 
__ .·  SBA. 
(7194-3196) 
On-track.:®_ 
Not rated  ·  Baa3 (May} 
Not rated  BB+ (Apr) 
Not rated 
Not rated 
Mar  Sep 
56  63 
(169) (170) 
Mar-_Sep 
57  57 
(127)(133) 






·Mar  Sep 
59  59 
(1.35) (135) 
31.6 33.1 
_(3)  The higher the score in the ranking. the lower the creditworthiness of. the cou·ntry.  . .  ·  · 
·(4)  Countries are rated on a scale or· zero to 100, ,.,7th  100 representing tlle·least chance of default. A given country 
may impro"c 'its rating and still f;JII  in the  1a~king if also llle average glot.l31 rating for all rat<:--d ·countries improves. 
_{0,)  Aller fisc;.;ll!ansr._.,s f1oin lhe C;,..:h f:,nds. cst;m3lcd'at.3llout'7% of'Siovak GOP.  .  . 
{G}. Tth~ mjd 1(•1111  fi~  .... ~('·.v of thr:  ~~~.n~~ .~l1~!1:  ...  ~.  v~·hid1 t~~.:"~1:1n Ill Fc:!Jru:uy'1 ~~~:),  h:~~. nol  h<~~n c:omr1f!~0d vet 
•'·  ... 11-F-3 
last update: 
23.06.95 
Country risk indicators 
R_.  GOP growth (% change) 
1ndustrial production (% change) 
U~yment  f!lle (end of period) 
lnllation rate 
El«:hange rate (Krb per USO) 
~ •uction / intetbank 
-cuh 
Country:  Ukraine 
(Dec/Dec) 
· (end of  periOd) 
Nominal effective excha,nge rate 
Real eCfective exchange rate 
(change, Q41Q4)  (- =  depreciationj 
(change, Q41Q4)  (· =depreciation) 
Genenl government balance (as •t. of  GOP) 
Balance of  payments 
ElCpOrts of G&S (in bn USD) . 
Current account balance (excl. transfers) (in % of GOP) 
Net inflow of foreign direct investment (in bn  USO) 
Gross official FX reserves ·(end of period) 
Extemal debt 
External debt 
in  mio USO 
in months of imports of G&S 
(in convertible currencies. in bn ·uso.· en.d of  period) 
medium and long-term (>. 1 ~ear) 
short-term(=< 1 year) 
Convertible debt service paid (in mio USO) 
principal 
interest 
External debt/GOP (%) 
External debUexports of G&S (%) 
Debt service/exports of  <?.&s (%) 
Atrears (on both interest and principal. in mio USO) 




on trac:Woff tracl< 
(-/Date) 
ln<ftcators of market's perceived creditworthiness 
Moody's long-term· foreign currency rating (end of period) 
S&P long-term foreign currency rating (end of period) 
EIU country· risk service {2) 
Score (end of period)  · 
R~ting (end of period) 
Euromoney 
Position in the ranking (3) 
(number of countries) 
The Institutional Investor 
Posilion in the ranking (3) 
(number of countries) 
Credit rating  (~) 
(1)  In Aprol  1995 complemented by a stand-by anangcmenl. 
1992  1993 
-17.0  -17.1 
-6.5  -a.s 
0  0.3 
.  ' 
2000  10155 
. 638  12610 
749.  25000 
~ 
n.a.  n.a. 
n.a.  n.a. 
-30.4  -10.1 
15.9  14.4 
-3.5  -5.9 
n.a.  0.2 
- 193 
- 0.2 
3.5  4.1 
'  n.a.  n.a. 
n:a.  n.a. 
14  202 
n.a.  n.a. 
n.a.  n.a. 
17.2.  12.1 
22.0  28.5 
0.1  1.3 
264  548 
Not rated  Not rated 
Not rated  Not rated 
100  100 
E  E 
Mar  Sep 
122  142  146 
(169)  (169) (170) 
Mar  Sep  Mar  Sep 
- 79  95  96 
- (126)  (127) (133) 
- 21:1  18.2  18.2 
(2)  Countries are given" rating between· A. E and a score between  1 ·  100, with [and 100 rerresenling the highest ri~k 
(3)  The hl!Jhcr  lh~ scar<; in the dnking. the lower 1!1c  creditworthiness of lite c;•u•hy. · 
(-4)  <:=oun~~i(":; :He tJtcd on 3  !.C;11~ of.:::cro 1o  10ll, V•ttiJ  109  r~pl<':~<'n:in-9  Ill~  ~0:1".:>:  ...:ll:tnc~ of (jebult. A  given counlty 






































Mar  Sep 
149  147 
(167) (167) 
Mar  Sep 
111  113 
I 
(135) (135) 
15.1  14.5 ' .  .  ' 
,I  .  ' 
.. 
TABLE1 
CAPITAL OUTSTANDING IN RESPECT O(OPERATiONS DISBURSED·-
.  ·  (ECU miJiion)  · 
Authorized  Capital  Capital 
O~ratlon.  ceiling·  outstanding  ·  ·outstanding 
"  :31.12.94  30~06,95 
'  " 
MtMt:ltK l:)JAJtl:). 
A:. Balance of  payments 
~  14000 
1. Greece I 
'•  1750 
2. GreeCe ll  2200  1000  1000 
3.1taly~  ..  8000  - .4022  4071 
B. Others  -
4. Euratom  4000  n9  ~- 141 
5. NCI and NCI earthqUakes  6830  1570:  1289 
6  .. EIB Mediterranean,  -
Spain, Greece, Port.  1500  473  439 
' 
MEMBER STATES- TOTAL  26330  7843-
c  jl'540 
·' 
I HIKU GUUN i.Kit::>.  .  .. 
A  Financial assistance 
1. Hungary  /  1050  790  - 440 
2. Czech Republic·  . 250  250  250 
·  3.  Slovak Republic·  255  ·125  . 12s 













'.  5200 
..  '260 





5.-Roinania  580  455  455  125: 
.6: Algeria  -·  Goo.  ~00  400  . 200 
?.Israel  160  160.  160  0 
8. Baltic States  220  11o·  110  '110 
9. Moldow  45  25  25  ..  20 
10: Ukraine  85  85 
11.Belarus 
'.  75  ''  75 
12. Former Soviet Union 
.,  1250'  810  702  233 
B. Other 
13. EIB Mediterr~~ean  6282  1688  ....  1756  '  3645' 
14. EIB Central & E. Europe I·  1700  ·'  572 
.. 
658  "'  1035 
15. EIB Central &E  Europe·ll  3000  2  '24  2976 
16: EIB Asia, Latin America  750  46  '  107  643 
17.South Afrjca  300  300 
18. Guarantee, CIS  500  133  0 
' 
THIRD COUNTRIES :ToTAL  '.  '17502.  5925  ·.  5572  98n  .. 
'·  -
GRAND TOTAL  . 43832  13769  13111  1son 
1) NO OISOUrsement IS planned.  .--
2) The third and·four:tl'i tranches had still not been paid at 30.06.95. So far, tJ'le Italian 
Government has not requested payment. .  ·  · 
ANNEX TO TABLE 1 
.  -;  SITUATION  -IN RESPEc:f OF EIB OPERATIONS (30.00.95) .  . .  ' 
.. 
·.  - ·Crean une  .  Loansmaae.  1n1t1a1  Amount··. 
Operations  authorized  available, minus  disbursement· · outstanding 
'  cancellations  at .30.06.1_995 
EIB Mediterranean,  .. 
Spain, Greece, Port.  1500  '1465  . 1612  '439 
Third countries E I  B Med  .,  6282  4287.  2637  1756 
,Central & Eastern Europe I  1700  1647  665  658 
Central & Eastern Europe II  ..  3000  - 105.1  24  ~4 
Asia, Latin America  750  344  107  ..  107 
- ----.... ---,..  ~-
NB: The (act that the initialdisburse_men't-sometimes exceeds the authorized ceilln~~aue to differences 
in the ecu rate between lhe_date on Which the contracts were signed and 30.o6.95.  :  .  .  .  .  .  }'  '  .  .  ' 
- ..... 
•  r  ~ .  ' 
.  TABLE 2 
.MAXIMUM ANNUAL RISK BORNE BY THE COMMUNITY BUDGET 
(Estimate in ECU million based on all ooerations disbursed at 30.06.19951 
1995  1996  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001  2002  TOTAL 
MEMBER STATES 
CAPITAL 
A. Balance of payments 
500  500  1000  1. Greece 
2. Italy  500  1012  2559  4071 
B. Swcturalloans 
3. Euratom  47  154  440  93  16  '13  763 
4. NCI and NCI EQ  458  305  545  90  42  42  71  1554 
5. EIB Med. Old. Prot.  7s  Sp. Gr Port  81  76  . 59  52  46  21  23  432 
Capital - subtotal  587  1SJS  1060  1754  110  2659  92  23  7820 
INTEREST 
A.  Balance of payments 
1. Greece  95  95  48  48  285 
2. Italy  254  257  216  216  161  ,161  1266 
B. Structural loans  ', 
3. Euratom  62  57  41  10  3  1  175 
4. NCI and NCI EQ  133  96  70  21  13  10  7  2  352 
5. EIB Med. Old. Prot. 
So. Gr  Port  41  34  27  21  15  11  7  6  163 
Interest - subtotal  586  539  403  316  192  184  14  7  2240 
MEMBER STATES- TOTAL  . 1173  2073  1463  2070  3o3  2843  106  30  10060 
NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 
CAPITAL 
A. Financial assistance 
6. Hungary  350  260  80  100  790 
7. Czech Republic  127  123  250 
8. Slovak Republic  . 63  6:2  125 
9. Bulgaria .  '140  150  70  360 
10. Romania ·  185  190  80  455 
11. Israel  160  160 
12. Algeria  250  150  400 
13. Ex USSR  . 
~56  205  161  922 
14. Baltic States  110  110 
15. Moldova  . 
5  5- 5  15 
B  ..  Guarantees 
16. EIB Mediterranean  139  137  143  157  158  148  136  128  1146 
17. EIB C+E Eur. I+ II  14  27  36  50  63  63  63  63  379 
18. EIB Asia Latin America  11  14  14  15  15  15  84 
19. Aid  Russia SOOm  133  133 
Capital - subtotal  1192  628  1171  841  426  420  439  211  5329 
INTEREST  .. 
.  A. Financial assistance 
6. Hunga?;  79  44  18  10  151 
. 7. Czech  epublic  25  25  25  13  88 
8. Slovak Republic  13  13  ·13  6  45 
9. Bulgaria  36  ·36  36  22  7  7  7  151 
10. Romania  46  46  46  46  27  8  219 
11. Israel  16  16  16  48 
1-2. Algeria  40  40  40  15  .15  15  10  175 
13. Ex USSR  112  15  9  136 
14. Baltic States  11  11  11  '  11  11  11  66 
15. Moldova  3.  3  3  3  3  3  2  2  25 
B. Guarantees 
16. EIB Mediterranean  120  118  108  97  86  75  65  55  . 724 
17. EIB C+E Eur. I+ II  39  47  45  42  38  34  .  29  25  300 
18. EIB Asia Latin America  3  3  3  3  3  3  2  2  23 
19. Aid  Russia 500m  9  9 
Interest - subtotal  552  417  373  268  190  155  116  83  2159 
NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES •  1744  1045  1543  1110  616  575  555  294  7488 
TOTAL  ' 
GRAND TOTAL  2916  3119  3006  3180  918·  3418  661  324  17549 
(Eastern Europe )  1426  731  812  823  339  320  1n  94  4727 
(Other non-member countries)  318  314  732  287  277  256  378  200  2761 i4-
.. 
:.  . . TABLE3 
MAXIMUM n-tEORETICAL ANNUAl RISK BORNE BY n-tE COM MUNilY BUDGET 
(Estimate in ECU million based on all ciperations disbUrsed  adopted and orooosed bv·the Commission\ 
-
'  1995  1996  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001  2002  TOTAL 
MEMBER STAlES 
: 
CAPITAL  . 
A ·Balance d  payments  -
1.~ 
',  500  ,500  1000 
2. Italy  .  -~  ;  .500  1012  2559  2000 
' 
2000  8071 
B. Structural loans  . 
3. Euratom + NCI  505  :459·  ..  985  183  59  55  71.  :  2317 
4. EIB SJl,GrPort  81  76  75  59  52  46  21  23  432 
·•  ' 
Capital - subtotal  587.  1~35  1060  1754  110  2659  2092  2023  11820 
INTEREST  ·"  - •' 
A Balanced payments 
·  1. Greece  95  95  46  ,·46  .,  285 
2.  Italy  '383  595  638  .638  . 553  553  .. 340  170  .-3869 
B. Structural loans 
3.' Euratom + NCI ·  196  153  112  31  16  11  7  2- 527 
4. Eu3 Sp,Gr Port·  41  34  - 27  21  15  - 11  7  6  163 
Interest - subtotal  715  877  . 824  737  584  . 575  354  177  4843 
:  ---
-
MEMBER STATES. TOTAL  1302  '2411  '1884  2492  694  3235  2446  - 2200  16663 
.. 
NON-MEMBER COUNTRlES 
CAPITAL  '  A  Financial assistance 
·5. Hungary'  ~50  260  80·  '100  - 260'  . 1050 
6. Czech RepubHc  127  123  25.0 
7,.  Slovak Republic  -
6.3  62  :  65  190 
B.' Bulgaria  140  150  70  80 
·'  440 
9. Romania  185  190  80  125  580 
10. Israel  160  -
! - 160  .. 
11. Algeria  . 250.  150  200  '· 600 
12. Ex USSR  556  205  161  922 
13. Battic States  110  110  220 
14. Moldova  · ·  5  9  '9  23 
'15. Ukraine  - .  '37  57·  94 
16.Belarus 
:  8  15  23 
17. Euratom, C+E Eur.  ·'  10  . 23  40  73 
B. Guarantees  .. 
18. EIB Mediterranean  13g  137  143  :·  210  - 292  386  439  477  2223 
19. EIB C+E·.Eur.  I + II  14  27  36  112  210  - 315  366  397- '1477 
20. EIB Asia Latin America·  11  22  35  52  62  69  251 
21. SOuth Africa  - '  1  6  13  21  25  66  ·- .. 
22:  Aid  Russia.50Qm  133  ..  133. 
-. 
capital - subtOtal  1192  629  1171  965  733  971  1185  1929  8775 
INTEREST  .. 
A._ Financial assistance  '  '-
5. Hungary  92  70  44  36  26  26'  26  320 
6. Czech Republic 
.• 
25  25  25  12  87 
7.  Slovak Republic  16  22  26  20  14  13  13  13  136 
8. Bulgaria  40  44  44  30  ' 15  15  15  8  211 
9.Romania 
.. 
52  58  58  58  40  . 21  13  '13  311 
10. Israel  16  16.  16  '46 
_11.  Algeria  50  60  ' ..  60  35  35  . 35  35  .20  330 
12. Ex USSR  127. 
:· 
24  18  "  169' 
13. Battic States  ..  17  22  22  22  2;1  22  11  11  .149 
14. Moldova  4  5  5  5  5  5  4  3  ''. 33 
15. Ukraine  --7  24'  '  29  29  29  29  29  25  .198 
1S.Belarus  -2  8  8  _.a  8  8  8  7  54 
. 17. Euratom, C+E Eur.  10  ·30  50  70  88  101  106  102  557 
B. Guarantees 
'  18. EiB. Medrterranean  153 
: 
230  331  416'  458  461'  440  408  2897 
19. EIB.C~E  Eur. I +II ·  85  172  284  369  399  389  354  316  : 2368 
20. EIB Asia Latin America  5  17  35  50  58  ..  58  53  ·48  324 
21.S.outh Africa  ·  '  1.  4  11  . 20  ..  23  29  28  26  '  -142  .. 
22.  Aid  Russia 500m  9  9 
-
Interest - subtotal  '709  ..  830  1064  '1178  . 1218  1210  1134  999  8342 
;  ... 
. NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES  - T()TAL  ..  1901  1459  2235  .··2143  1951  2181  2318  2928  17116' 
-· 
GRANOTOTA~ 
;  .. 
3203  3870  4119  4635  2645  5416  4764  5128  33779 
..  - .. 
(Eastern Europe )  - 1537  995  1218  1389  104,4  1147  1090  1655  10075 
{Other noo·n}emtx-r countrtes)  364  464  1017  754  - 907  1034  1228  .1273  7041 
--
~· 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 
The purpdse of these tables  is  to show the annual repayments· of capital· and interest in 
respect  of borrowing  and  lending  operations  for  .which  the  risk  is  covered. by  the 
Community budget.  The figures show the maximum possible risk for the Community in 
respect of these operations and  must  not  be  read  as  meaning  that these amounts will 
actually be drawnfrom the budget.  In the case ofTaple 3,  it is  not certain that all  the 
operations described will actually be disbursed.  No account_ has been taken of  interest on 
late paym~nt or any additional costs such as lawyers' fees: 
I.  TYPES  . OF  OPERAT~ON  AND  PAYMENT.  OF  THE  BUDGET 
GUARANTEE 
A.  TYPES OF OPERATION 
The  risk  covered  by  the' Community  budget  results  'from  two  types  or' 
<?peration: 
- borrowing/lending_operations; 
- guarantees given to third parties. 
(a)  Borrowing/lending operations 
In  this ·type  of operation,  the  Community  b'orrows  on the  financial 
market and on-lends the proceeds (at/the same rate and for the same 
term)  to  Member  States  -(balance  of  payments),  non-member 
countries (medium-term-financial assistance) or firms (NCI, Euratom). 
The loan  repayments are  scheduled to match the repayments of  the 
borrowings due from  th~ Community.  If the recipient of the loan is 
late  in: making  a  repayment,  the  Commission  must  draw  on· its 
resources to repay the borrowing on the due date  . 
. (b)  Guarantees given to third parties 
The  loan·  guarantee- is  in  respect  of loans· granted  by  a  financial 
institution (EIB or commercial banks in the case of the former Soviet 
Union).  When  the  recipient  of a  guaranteed  loan  fails  to  make  a 
payment  on  the due date,  tl~e EIB  asks  the Commission to  p<iy· the 
amounts  owed  by  the  defaulter  in  accordance  with  the  contract of 
guarantee.  The guarantee  must  be  paid  within  three  months  of 
receiving the EIB's request.. The EIB administers the loan with all the 
care  required  by  banking  practice  and  is  ob_liged  to  demand  the _ 
payments due after the guarantee has been activated. - 76-
-B.  MOBILIZATION OF FUNDS FOR GUA~NTEE  PAYMENTS 
- .;The funds needed to  p~y  the~  budget gi.larantee:in the event of late paym~nt by 
-the r:ecipient of  a  loan granted or ·guaranteed by the Community are. raised as-
follows:  -' 
•·  r  '  • 
(a)  Borrowing/lending operati~ns 
-L- The  amo·unt  required  inay  be  taken  provisionally  frcim -- cash -
.  resources- in_  accord~mce _with  ·ArtiCle  12  ~  of ·the  Financial  -
Regulation.  · Tills  method- is ·used  so' that  the  Community  can' 
· immediately  repay  the borrowing  on the date ·  schedllled  in  the -
eventofhite payment bytherecipient ofthe Joan.  -
'  .  :  .  .  .  '  . 
2.  If the· delay  extends  to  .three -months  after  the  due·  date/ the 
-- Commission draws o'n  the Guarantee ·Fund to c.over  the defauiL 
The funds  obtained  are used  to  replenish the Commission's .:cash  , _ 
_  - resources  . 
.  · 3:  The trans_fer procedure can be used to provide-the budget heading 
···with the- ap-propriations needed to cover the default.  This method 
-is used when there :are  ~nsuffici~nt a·ppropiiations in the Guarantee 
Fund  arid  must  be  authorized·  m  advan~e -b:y  the  budgetary 
''. 
authority.  '  - - ,  -G 
4. _  The  re-use of amounts  repaid  by  debtors who  have defaulted, 
leading -to  activation:  of  _the _  Community  guarantee,.  aliows 
payments  to  -be  made-_  within  a- short  period- of time  'ahyays 
providing; of  course, that-there are recovered.funds available:  -
C~mmunity"  guarantees for loans fr-;m  the EIB's o~n  re~m1~ces 
_Since  the entry _in  force_ of  th~ Regulation  establishing ·a  Guarantee 
Fund for external action, the provisio~$ ofthe Agreement between th-e  ·-
Con1munity and the EIB oh  management ofthe Fund state that, after 
__  -the  EIB  calls  i'n'  the  guarantee -in  the  event  of a  default,  the 
.Gowmissiqn must  ai.J,thori~ethe  Ba~k to withdraw the corresponding 
amptmts from the Guarantee Furid within three months.·  - -- -
/  . 
If  there are iQsufficient  resources_ in: the Fund, the procedure used for 
aCtivating  the  gqarantee  is  the  'same  ·as  for  borroWing/lending  -· 
operations. 
II.  - CALCULA  TIQN 
-Some of the amounts indicated are. the result of estimates. inade on the basis of  the 
'  .  . .;  .  .·  . 
f()llowii\g.assuri:lptions. 
· ......... .  .. 
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· Generally speaking, the exchange rates for loans-in currencies other than the ecu are 
assumed to have been stable since 30 June 1995.  However, borrowing and lending 
operations should not involve exchange risks for the Comniunity.  Unless otherwise 
stated, the average rate of  interest is estimated at 10%.  This rate is probably a little 
high for EIB loans, which often attract interest subsidies under the protocols. 
A.  MEMBER STATES 
1.  Greece:  A  balance-of-payments  loan  of ECU 2 200 million  has  been  · 
authorized.  ECU 1 000 million of this amount has been disbursed in  two 
tranches ofECU 500 million t<;>  be repaid in 1996 and 1998 respectively. -It 
is assumed that the remaining ECU 1 200 million will not be disbursed. 
2.  Italy:  · The  Council  deCision  of 18 January 1993  granted  a  ECU 8 000 
million balance-of-payments loan to Italy.  The loan is to be made available 
in four instahnents  amounting to ECU 2 000 million  each  and  - with  the 
exception of  the first instalment :- is conditional on the attainment of  agreed 
targets on Italis pubiic debt and deficit 
The first  two instalments were released in  1993.  Concerning the coming 
period,  the  Council  Decision  states· that  the  third  instalment  could  be 
released  as  of 1 February 1995  (but  the  Italian  Government  has .iiot  yet 
applied  for  it).  The  fourth  instalment  may  be released  not  earlier· than 
1 February 1996. 
If the i~alian Government decides to apply for the release ofthe third and 
fourth instalments and the conditions are deemed to be fulfilled ECU 2  000 
million  in  1995  and  ECU 2 000  million  in  1996 will  be  disbursed to the 
Italian Republic. 
3.  EIB. Mediterranean, old  protocols:  Spain.  Greece. Portugal:  . These are 
Community  guarantees  for  EIB  operations  in  these  countries  prior  to 
accession.  The amounts are now final,  since all  the loans authorized have 
been disbursed. 
B.  NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 
A.  . FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
1.  Hungary I:  The amounts of the first  two trar.ches are final  and 
certain.  The third tranche ofthe rriacrofinancial assistance decided 
in  1990  could be disbursed in  the second  half of 1995.  The first 
·tranche was repaid by Hungary in full  on 20 April  1995. 
2.  Hungary II:  ECU 180 n1illion  has  been  granted and  paid  out in 
full. ..  .  ""' 
,, 
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3..  Czech and Slovak Republics:  ECU 375 million has been granted 
in two tranches for a maximum teim of  seven years (bullet), witn-a 
first  tranche  of  ECU 185 inillion  and  a  second  tranche  of 
ECU 190 million for· a tem1 of  six years. 
· ECU 130 million has been granted to Slovakia in two tranches for · 
a maximum term' of  seven .years (bullet) ..  It is  assumed that the  .· 
full ECU 130 million will be disbursed in,l995.  ·  .-.  · 
..  No tranche had been paid at 30 June I995. 
4.  Bulgaria I': ·.ECU 290 million. has been granted in two tranches  .. fot 
a  maximum  term of seven  year-s  (bullet),  with  a tirst tranche of 
ECU 150  t~llion 'for a  te~ of seven years and a second tranche. 
bfECU 140 millipn fora term offive years. 
.  . 
.5.  Bulgaria II:. The  flnancial  assistance  of ECU 110.milli6n  over  ~ 
.. maximum period of seven years' decided in  i  992 is being granted ' 
in  t~o  tranches. -The first tranche of  ECU 7o million was  paid on 
7 December 1994  ..  ·The  second· tranche  could  be  paid  m  the 
. course of 19.95. 
6.  Romania I:  An  estimated ECU 3  75 million in two tninches ·for a-
_ maximuni  term  of seven  years. (bullet).  The  first franche . of 
ECU 190 million  was  disbursed  in  1992  with  a ·tenn of seven?·· 
· years _:and  the ~~cond was disbursed  in  1992 with a tenn of six 
'  .  ,.-"  ~  ~ 
years. 
7.  Romania  II:  The  ne~ operation  inv~lving ECU 80 million  for- a ·  .. 
maximum term of  seven yearswas disbursed in 19-93. 
8. · Romania III:  Thisis a  ~evep:-year loan of  ECU 125 million to 'be 
disbursed in  two tranches.'·  No tranche had  geen  di~bursed at 30 ·· · 
. June'  .1995.  It  is··  assumed  that  ..  ECU 55  million  and  > 
ECU 70 million will be pa,id out. 
9.  Moldova:  . This  is  "a  teri-year  loan  of ECU 45 million  to  be 
disbursed -in  two tranches.  The· first  tranche '.of ECU 25 million 
was. disbursed  on  7Deceinber _1994..  The  second  tranche. of . 
.. ECU 20 million. could' be paid  to Moldova in  the second  half of. 
1995. 
10. Ukraine:  ECU 85  million  is  to  be. 'lent  in  one  tranche  for  a  .  '  . 
maximum .term often  ·y~ars.  ·At 30 June  1.995  the loan  had  still 
_not-been paid out. 
11. Baltic  States:  T~e first  tranche. (ECU  110  million)  of a· loan  of  . 
. E~U  220 million was paid in 1993.  The second-should'be paid in· 
~ '-79 -· 
1995.  The two tranches would then. be due for repayment in 2000 
· and 2002 .respectively. 
12. Al.geria:  ECU 400 million  has  been granted  in  two tranches .  of 
. ECU 250 million  and  ECU 150 million.  .  The  first  was ·paid  m 
December l991 for a term of  six years; 
The second tranche of ECU 400 million. was paid on 17  August 
.  ) 
1994~ .  .·  . 
13. Algeria II:  ECU 200 million has been granted in. two tranches for 
a maximum term of seven years (bullet).  It is assumed that the 
full  ECU 200 million  will  be disbursed  in  1995.  No tranche had 
been paid at 30 June 1995. 
'14. Israel:  A loan  of ECU 160 million  has  been paid  in  full  and  is 
·  .  repayable in  1997. 
B.  GUARANTEES 
1. · EIB 
The  EIB  has  supplied  the  figures  used  for  calculation  of the 
assumptions  made  for  drawing  up  Table 3  (EIB  loans  to 
non~member  countries from its own resources).  · 
In  the case  of loans  not  disbursed,  we  have  assumed  that  an 
. average  of J  0%  of the  loan .  will  be  disbursed  in  the  year  of 
signature and 3  0% in each of  the three following years. 
It is estimated that the average term will  be fifteen years with a 
three-year period of  grace. · 
2.  Food aid  for the former Soviet Union 
(a) Guarantee 
· This  is  a ·guarantee for  a bank loan  of ECU 5~0 million,  with .  · 
principal and interest fully covered by the budget, for a term of 
three  and  a  half years  with  three  repayments .  at  intervals  of 
eleven  months  starting from  the twentieth  month.  ECU 375 
million has been used. 
(b)  Borrowi~g/lending 
An operation in~olving ECU 1 250 million for a maximum term 
of three' years. ·-
.. 
!  .  ' 
·., 
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This borrowing will  be divided  bet~een the various Republics 
of 'the  fanner· Soviet Union.  Loans  amounting  to  less  than-
ECU 100 million will  be repaid  in .  one  instalm~nt three years 
after. the. start of the. period in which the funds may· be drawn. 
· . Borrowings exceeding ECU  ·1 00 million  will- be repaid in .two -
.instalments  two years  and  three  years  after  tqe start . of .  the 
·period in which the funds may be drawn;-
.  Depending. 011  the  typ~ of  contr~ct,. there are two. periods in 
. which funds· may be drawn;  one starts on' 20 Aug\Jst,.t~e other 
ori 15 January. 
The  balance  still  to  be  used  at  30  June  1995 · came  to : 
· ECU 233 million.  ·- ·- " 
.  . ' 
·3.  Euratom.countries of  Central and Eastern Europe 
Of  the  ECU 1  -1 00 million  involved,  it.  is  · assumed  . that 
ECU 26o million  wilL  be  disbursed  in  1995, .ECU 200 million.  in 
each of the three  following  years  and. ECU  ·ISO million  in 1999 
-and 2000..  , _ 
I~ is assumed that the loanswill be for anaveragetenn'oftwenty 
years' with a five--sear period of grace  . 
.  \'  .. ', 
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ANNEX 
DEFINITION OF FIGURES USED IN THE REPORT 
A.  AUTHORIZED CEILING 
This is the aggregate of the maximum amounts of capital  authorized (ceilings) for 
eac.h  ~peration decided by the Council (see Table 1). 
•  F  • 
In order to relate it to the risk which the budget might have to cover, account should 
be taken of  the following factors which could affect it: 
factor  increasing  the  risk:  the  interest  on  the  loans  must  be  added  to  the 
authorized ceiling; 
factors reducing the risk; 
- limitation of the guarantee given to the Eli to 75% of the loans signed- in · 
the-Mediterranean countries; 
- operations already repaid, since the amounts concerned, except in the case 
of  balance of payments support, are the maximum amount of loans granted 
and not outstanding amounts authorized; 
the amounts authorized are not necessarily taken up in fulL 
· The breakdown of  authorizations is as follows: 
Member States  · 
Balance of  payments 
NCI 
Euratom 
EIB;  Spai~, Greece, Portugal 








Authorized amount outstanding:  once this figure  is reached, further loans may be granted as 
previous operations are repaid. 
Including ECU I 100 million which may  be granted to the countries of Eastem Europe and the 
.CIS. .. ··1 
.. 
B. 
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Non-memher countries  _; 
Hungary!·.  870 
Hungary II  180· 
. Czech Republic  25.0. 
·  Slova~ Republic I  ·  125 
· SlovakReptiblic II ·  130 
,Bulg!lria I  ·.  290 
Bulgaria II  . 110 
Romania I  375 
,Romania II  80 
Romania III .  .125· 
-Israel  160 
· , Algeria I  400. 
Algeria II- 200. 
formeLSoviet Union 1  40'8 
fonner Soviet Union h 
:- .1  250·' .... 
l3altic States  '220 
Moldova  45 
Ukraine 
·.  ~  85  /  . 
· Belarus  . 75 
EIB;old_protocols  ._  3 032 
EIB, Eastern and-Central Europe I  1700 
EIB, Baste~ and Central Europe ii  3 000 
EIB, ne~-protocols  .  1450. 
· . EIB, horizontal financial cooperation  ·  ·rsoo 
'· 
.  .  ...  .  ' 
Sc:)Uth Africa  300 
· Other: non-member countries  '·  750 ·. 
Non-member countries - total  . .17110 
Grand total .  . 43  740. 
·  CAPITAL OUTSTANDING 
-' 
''".·  . 
This is the ·amoun't of  capital still.to..be .repaig on a given date in respect of operation~ .· 
disbursed (see Table 1) ..  ,  ·  .  .  '  · 
Compared  with  the previous  aggregate,. the  amount  outstanding does  ~ot include 
. loans which have not yet been disburs,ed nor the proportion of disbursed foans which 
have already been repaid.  It may be described as.the amount of loans which  e~ist on 
·a given date.  ··  ·  ·  ·  ·  . 
;' 
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. C.  ANNUAL RISK 
Estimated amount of  principal and interest due each financial year. 
This amount is calculated for: 
- disbursements alone (Table 2), in which case the capital to be repaid  correspo~ds 
to the amount outstanding~  . 
- disbursements,  decisions  still  awaiting  disbursement  and .  Commission  proposals 
still  awaiting.  decisions  (Table 3),  in  which  case  the  capital  to  be  repaid 
corresponds to the ceiling on loans authorized plus, where applicable, the amounts 
in respect of  operations proposed by the Commissio·n and not yet decided. 
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